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Abstract
This PhD thesis deals with developing methods for an objective and cost	eective tool
for diagnosing skin lesions based on digitized dermatoscopic images This involves feature
extracting techniques and the design of robust neural network classiers
The main topics covered in the thesis are
 Distinct visual features in dermatoscopic images of skin lesions are extracted and
described These include measuring skin lesion asymmetry
 describing the transition
of pigmentation from the skin lesion to the surrounding skin and measuring the color
distribution within the skin lesion
 A probabilistic framework for classication is dened This includes optimal decision
rules
 error	reject theory
 derivation of error functions
 model complexity control
and assessment of generalization performance A novel part of the framework is the
inclusion of an outlier model capable of reducing undesired eects from outliers
 Methods for designing neural network classiers are proposed This includes novel
methods for estimating regularization parameters and outlier model parameters An
important part is the removal of the inherent redundancy in the commonly used
softmax normalization scheme
 The eects of the outlier model is investigated on an articial classication problem
It is shown that is possible to estimate the outlier probability and that undesired ef	
fects from outliers can be suppressed resulting in robust classiers and more accurate
empirical generalization error estimates
 Neural network classiers are designed for the skin lesion classication problem It
is shown that   of benign skin lesions and   of malignant skin lesions in a
test set are detected As a result of the neural classier design process
 it is possible
to rank the extracted dermatoscopic features according to their importance The
three most important features are found to be shape asymmetry and the amount of
blue and black color present within a skin lesion
While the developed feature extraction techniques are closely linked to the skin lesion
application
 the probabilistic framework and the neural classier design methods may be
applied to a wide range of pattern recognition tasks
i

Resume
 Abstract in Danish
Nrvrende PhD afhandling omhandler udvikling af metoder til at foretage en objek	
tiv og simpel diagnostisering af dermatoskopiske modermrke billeder Dette indebrer
metoder til feature udtrkning og til design af neurale netvrk til robust klassikation
Hovedemnerne i afhandlingen er
 Karakteristiske visuelle features i dermatoskopiske billede af modermrker udtrkkes
og beskrives Dette indebrer maling af et modermrkes asymmetri
 beskrivelse af
pigmenteringens overgang fra modermrke til den omkringliggende hud og beskriv	
else af farvefordelingen i modermrker
 Et fundament til klassikation baseret pa sandsynlighedsprincipper deneres Dette
inkluderer optimale beslutningsregler
 errorreject teori
 udledning af fejl funktioner

kompleksitetskontrol af modeller og maling af generaliseringsevne Nyt er en outlier
model
 som er i stand til at undertrykke unskede pavirkninger fra outlierere
 Metoder til design af neurale netvrk til klassikation foreslas Dette inkluderer
nye metoder til at estimere regulariseringsparametre og outlier sandsynlighed En
vigtig del er denitionen af en modiceret softmax normalisering
 som fjerner den
indbyggede redundans
 der er tilstede i den sdvanlige softmax implementation
 Outlier modellens indvirken undersges med et kunstigt genereret klassikation	
sproblem Det vises
 at det er muligt at estimere outlier sandsynligheden
 og at
unsket indydelse fra outlierere undertrykkes Det giver et mere robust klassika	
tionsvrktj og mere prcise empiriske generaliseringsfejlsestimater
 Neurale netvrk designes til modermrke problemstillingen Det vises
 at   af
benigne modermrker og   af maligne modermrker detekteres i et test st
En sidegevinst ved design processen er
 at det er muligt at sortere de udtrukne
dermatoskopiske features efter betydning De tre vigtigste features viser sig at vre
asymmetri og det relative areal af bla og sort farve i et modermrke
De udviklede feature udtrkningsteknikker er tt knyttet til modermrke applikatio	
nen
 mens klassikationsdelen er anvendelig for en bred vifte af klassikationsproblemer
iii
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Nomenclature
The notation used throughout this text generally follows the standard conventions of
mathematics and statistics All symbols are introduced when encountered in the text

thus
 only a few general notational conventions are mentioned here
All vectors are column vectors and are denoted by boldface lowercase letters
 eg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where
T
denotes the vectormatrix transpose Matrices are denoted by boldface up	
percase letters
 eg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where m and n is the number of rows and columns in X
 respectively
A few commonly used notational symbols are listed below

ij
Kronecker delta 
ij
 
 if i  j
 otherwise 
ij
 
x Dirac delta x   for x  
R
xdx  
p probability distribution
P  probability
hi
p 
expectation wrt the probability distribution p
log logarithm to base e
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Chapter 
Introduction
This chapter provides a short introduction to classication systems
 lists the main objec	
tives with the work documented in this thesis and presents an overview of the contents of
the remaining chapters and appendices
 Components of a classication system
A large part of this thesis deals with automatic classication or pattern recognition with
the task of determining which class an object belongs to based on some of its properties
Pattern recognition applications encompass a wide range of problems including character
and speech recognition
 fault detection and medical diagnosis The main application
considered in this work concerns the classication of dermatoscopic images of skin lesions
and stems from the medical diagnosis eld This application will be introduced in chapter

A typical classication system may be divided into  sub	tasks as shown in gure 
These are

Preprocessing The main purpose of data preprocessing is to facilitate the feature extrac	
tion process For image data
 the preprocessor could consist of
 eg
 noise suppres	
sion
 removal of unwanted objects
 dimensionality reduction or color	space transfor	
mation
Feature extraction After appropriate preprocessing
 a feature extractor is employed in
order to describe characteristic properties of the data Again using image data as an
example
 characteristic features could be
 eg
 color information
 shape descriptors
or texture properties
Classication The nal task consists of the actual classier It is presented with the
extracted features of an object and decides which class the object is likely to belong
to The classier could be
 eg
 a parametric model
 a k nearest neighbor classier
or a probabilistic neural network
For a classication system to be successful
 all  sub	tasks must be performed with
care In this thesis
 all  tasks are addressed

 Chapter  Introduction
Preprocessing ClassifierRaw data
Processed 
data
Feature
extraction Features
Classification 
result
Figure  An example of a classication system consisting of a preprocessing part
 a
feature extraction part and a classication part
 Main objectives
There are three main objectives with the work presented in this thesis They are as follows

Develop methods for an objective and costecient tool for diagnosing skin lesions
This involves extracting relevant information from dermatoscopic images in the form
of dermatoscopic features
 
and designing reliable classiers
Gain insight into the importance of dermatoscopic features
The importance of dermatoscopic features is still very much a matter of research
Any additional insight into this area is desirable
Develop a robust probabilistic neural classier design framework
In order to obtain reliable classication systems based on neural networks
 a proba	
bilistic approach robust against outliers

should be followed
These objectives should be kept in mind when reading the remainder of this thesis
 Thesis overview
The thesis is organized into seven chapters and seven appendixes The contents of the
remaining chapters and the appendices are briey reviewed
Chapter  introduces the malignant melanoma problem The historic evolution of this
deadly form of skin cancer as well as the two most commonly used imaging tech	
niques for recording skin lesions are presented with focus on the dermatoscopic imag	
ing technique Distinct visual characteristics present in dermatoscopic images are
described
Chapter  describes the process of extracting and describing distinct dermatoscopic fea	
tures from digitized dermatoscopic images The image processing techniques in	
volved including techniques for image preprocessing and image segmentation are
presented Results of the the feature extractiondescription process are shown
Chapter 	 denes a probabilistic framework suitable as a foundation for modeling and
evaluating non	linear classiers The use of a probabilistic approach enables us to
derive Bayes decision rules and sound cost functions based on maximum a posterior
parameter estimation Methods for controlling model complexity in form of param	
eter priors and pruning techniques are presented along with methods for assessing a

The dierent dermatoscopic features will be introduced in section 

The concept of outliers will be introduced in section 
Section  Thesis overview 
models generalization performance by using empirical and algebraic generalization
error estimates A key element of the probabilistic framework is the denition of an
outlier model capable of reducing undesired eects of possible outliers
Chapter  is concerned with modeling feed	forward multi	layer perceptrons for classi	
cation tasks based on the probabilistic framework dened in chapter  This includes
the denition of a model architecture with a modied softmax output normalization
ensuring that model outputs may be interpreted as posterior probabilities and that
the inherent redundancy in the standard softmax normalization is avoided Meth	
ods for estimating network weights
 appropriate model complexity and outlier model
parameters are derived
Chapter  presents results for neural classiers designed for solving an articial classi	
cation problem with focus on the benecial eects of the outlier model Results
are also presented for neural classiers designed for solving the malignant melanoma
classication problem Through network pruning
 the importance of the individual
dermatoscopic features are estimated
Chapter  summarizes important conclusions drawn from the work presented in the
thesis and suggests directions for future work
Appendix A shows the detailed derivations of the rst and second derivatives of the
error function with incorporated outlier model wrt the network weights for a
modied softmax normalized neural classier The Gauss	Newton approximation to
the second derivative is also derived
Appendix B shows the detailed derivation of the gradient of the validation error wrt
the model complexity parameters and the outlier model parameters
Appendices CG contain reprints of papers authored and co	authored during the PhD
study

Chapter 
The malignant melanoma problem
In this chapter the malignant melanoma problem will be introduced We will look at the
historic evolution of this deadly form of skin cancer as well as introduce image acquisition
techniques used for diagnostic purposes In particular the dermatoscopic imaging tech	
nique will be presented along with a description of distinct visual characteristics present
in images acquired with this technique
 Malignant melanoma
Malignant melanoma is the deadliest form of skin cancer and arises from cancerous growth
in pigmented skin lesions The cancer can be removed by a fairly simple surgical incision
if it has not entered the blood stream It is thus vital that the cancer is detected at an
early stage in order to increase the probability of a complete recovery Skin lesions may
be grouped into three classes
 Benign nevi is a common name for all healthy skin lesions These have no increased
risk of developing cancer
 Atypical nevi are also healthy skin lesions but have an increased risk of developing
into cancerous lesions The special type of atypical nevi called dysplastic nevi have
the highest risk and are
 thus
 often referred to as precursors of malignant melanoma
 Malignant melanoma are as already mentioned cancerous skin lesions
When a dermatologist inspects a skin lesion and nds it suspect
 the dermatologist
will remove the skin lesion and have a biopsy performed in order to determine the exact
type of skin lesion If the lesion is found to be malignant
 a larger part of the surrounding
skin will be removed depending on the degree of malignancy If a lesion is not considered
to be suspect
 it is usually not removed unless there is some cosmetic reason to do so
It is not an easy task for dermatologists visually to determine whether a skin lesion
is or might be malignant
 though A study at Karolinske Hospital Stockholm Sweden
has shown that newly educated dermatologists with less than  year of experience detects
 of the melanoma cases they are presented with while dermatologists with more than
 years of experience are able to detect  Lindel of and Hedblad
  Another
study shows that experienced dermatologist are capable of detecting  of cancerous
skin lesions Koh et al
 
Malignant melanoma is usually only seen in Caucasians

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Figure  The development of the average annual incidence and mortality rates of ma	
lignant melanoma in Denmark from  to  !sterlind
 
 Evolution of malignant melanoma
The incidence of malignant melanoma in Denmark has increased 	 to 	fold from 
to  while the mortality rate has been doubled from  to  !sterlind
 
Currently
 approximately  cases of malignant melanoma are reported in Denmark every
year In Germany  new cases are expected every year with an annual increase
of   Rassner
 
Due to the rather steep increase in the number of reported malignant melanoma cases

it is becoming increasingly important to develop methods capable of diagnosing malignant
melanoma that are simple
 objective and preferably non	invasive Today the only accurate
diagnostic technique is a biopsy and a histological analysis of the skin tissue sample
This is an expensive procedure as well as an uncomfortable experience for the patient
For patients with many skin lesions or dysplastic nevus syndrome
 

 this is clearly not a
feasible diagnostic technique Contributing to the problem is the increasing awareness of
skin cancer among the general public People are consulting dermatologists more often
which again calls for a simple and accurate diagnostic technique

People with dysplastic nevus syndrome have multiple dysplastic nevi  often dozens or even hundreds
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Figure  Example of pigmented skin lesion Left Traditional imaging technique Right
Dermatoscopy imaging technique
 Image acquisition techniques
  Traditional imaging
In larger dermatological clinics
 records of the patients skin lesions are kept in form of a
diagnosis and one or more traditional photographs of the lesion Some patients may be
predisposed to melanoma due to
 eg
 cancer in the family or dysplastic nevus syndrome
These patients will often be regularly checked in order to detect any changes in their skin
lesions Photographs taken at each check	up are compared and any change is an indication
of a possible malignancy In this case
 the lesion is removed and a biopsy performed
It is mainly for this monitoring over time that traditional imaging is used today An
example of a traditional photograph is shown in gure 
   Dermatoscopic imaging
Since traditional imaging is just a recording of what the human eye sees
 it does not reveal
any information unavailable to the eye Dermatoscopy also known as epiluminescence
microscopy
 on the other hand
 is an imaging technique that enables creating direct links
between biological behavior and distinct visual characteristics
Dermatoscopy is a non	invasive imaging technique that renders the stratum corneum

translucent and makes subsurface structures of the skin visible The technique is fairly
simple and involves removing reections from the skin surface This is done by applying
immersion oil onto the skin lesion and pressing a glass plate with the same reection index
as the stratum corneum onto the lesion The oil ensures that small cavities between the
skin and the glass plate are lled in order to reduce reections With a strong lightsource

usually a halogen lamp
 it is now possible to see skin structures below the skin surface
Usually the glass plate and lightsource are integrated into devices like a dermatoscope or
a dermatoscopic camera as shown in gure  Both of these have lenses allowing a x
magnication of pigmented skin lesions In gure  an example of a skin lesion
 recorded
by the dermatoscopic imaging technique
 is shown
Although this imaging technique is not new
 it is only in the last decade that the
technique has been thoroughly investigated
 especially in Western Europe Argenyi
 
It is still
 though
 not a widely used technique primarily due to the lack of formal training

The top layer of the skin
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Figure  Examples of dermatoscopic imaging devices Left panel Dermatoscope with	
out image recording capability Right panel Dermatoscopic camera
in evaluating and understanding the visual characteristics in the images Some of these
characteristics will be briey described in the next section
A few studies concerning processing and analysis of digital dermatoscopic images have
been published In Fischer et al
  and Schmid and Fischer
 
 results of color
segmentation techniques based on fuzzy c	means clustering are shown Preliminary results
using a minimum	distance classier for discriminating between benign nevi
 dysplastic
nevi and malignant melanoma are presented in Ganster et al
  Based on features
describing various properties including shape and color
 they were able to classify  of
skin lesions in a test set correctly
 Dermatoscopic features
The dermatoscopic imaging technique produces images that are quite dierent from tra	
ditional images Several visual characteristics have been dened and analyzed in recent
studies
 eg
 Steiner et al
 
 Stolz et al
  and Stanganelli et al
  In the
rest of this thesis
 these visual characteristics will be called dermatoscopic features or just
features for short
Table  lists the most important dermatoscopic features together with a short de	
scription The features all describe specic biological behavior
 see
 eg
 Stolz et al
 
for a more detailed description In gures 
  and  several dermatoscopic features
are shown on pigmented skin lesions
As can be seen in
 eg
 gure 
 there is one prominent artifact due to the use of
immersion oil Small air bubbles occur in the oil layer and appear as small white circles
or ellipses This artifact can be avoided if the oil is carefully applied Usually the area
occupied by air bubbles is very small but important features like
 eg
 black dots or
pseudopods may be obscured by air bubbles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Table  Denition of dermatoscopic features
Feature Description
Asymmetry An asymmetric shape is the result of dierent local growth
rates This indicates malignancy Asymmetry may be dened
in numerous ways
 though In section 
 one such denition
is presented
Edge abruptness A sharp abrupt edge suggests melanoma while a gradual fading
of the pigmentation indicates a benign lesion
Color distribution Six dierent colors may be observed Light	brown
 dark	brown

white
 red
 blue and black A large number of colors present
indicates melanoma
Pigment network Areas with honeycomb	like pigmentation A regular network
usually indicates a benign lesion A network with varying mesh
size suggests an atypicaldysplastic nevus or a melanoma
Structureless area Areas with pigmentation but without any visible network Un	
evenly distributed areas indicate melanoma
Globules Nests with a diameter of more than  mm of heavily pig	
mented melanocytic cells These may be brown or black If
evenly distributed
 it indicates a benign lesion
Black dots Heavily pigmented melanocytic cells with a diameter less than
 mm If located close to the perimeter
 it suggests an atypical
lesion or a melanoma
Pseudopods Large "rain	drop# shaped melanoma nests located at the edge
of the lesion A very strong indicator of malignant melanoma
Radial streaming Radial growth of melanoma Looks like streaks Very indicative
of malignant melanoma
Blue	white veil Areas with a blue	white shade of color Indicates melanocytic
cells located deep in the skin An indicator of melanoma
Depigmentation Loss of pigmentation An indicator of melanoma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Globules
Pseudopods Abrupt edge
Blue−white veil
Pigment network Structureless area
Diffuse edge
Figure  Pigmented skin lesion with several dermatoscopic features
Radial streaming
Figure  Pigmented skin lesion with radial streaming
Section  Dermatoscopic features 
Black dots
Depigmentation
Pigment network
Figure  Pigmented skin lesion with several dermatoscopic features

Chapter 
Feature extraction in
dermatoscopic images
In the previous chapter
 dermatoscopic images and features were introduced In this
chapter
 we will describe the image processing techniques used in order to extract and
describe dermatoscopic features in an appropriate way
In gure 
 a owchart describing the feature extraction process is shown The four
Image acquisition
Dermaphot camera
Eskofot scanner
RGB image (885x590)
Preprocessing
Median filtering (11x11)
KL−transform
1st principal component
Segmentation
Optimal thresholding
Feature description
Lesion  asymmetry Edge abruptness Color distribution
(use 2−D moments
to find axes of symmetry)
(measure edge gradient)
in grey−level image)
(compare with color 
prototypes)
Lesion shape mask
Figure  Feature extraction owchart showing the four main processing blocks
 image
acquisition
 preprocessing
 segmentation and feature description

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main blocks
 image acquisition
 preprocessing
 segmentation and dermatoscopic feature
description
 are described in the next sections
 Image acquisition
All dermatoscopic images used in this study are acquired at Rigshospitalet Copenhagen
Denmark using a Dermaphot camera manufactured by Heine Optotechnik as seen in gure

The images are developed as slides and digitalized with a resolution of  dots per
inch and  bit color
 
using an Eskoscan 	
 color scanner from Eskofot The image
resolution has later digitally been reduced by a factor  in order to limit the computational
resources needed for processing the images
 thus reducing the size of each image to x
 Image preprocessing
The rst step in the feature extraction process is preprocessing of images with the purpose
of reducing noise and facilitating image segmentation by using median ltering and the
Karhunen	Lo$eve transform
Now
 let us rst dene a grey	level image of size MxN as a sequence of numbers

zmn   m M   n  N 
where zmn is the luminance of pixel mn If we are dealing with an 	bit grey	
level image
 then each element
 zmn
 will be an integer in the interval %  In any
processing of 	bit images
 we will abandon the integer restriction and process the image
in a oating point representation in order to minimize quantization eects
Next
 we dene a color image of sizeMxN as  sequences
 rmn gmn and bmn

with rmn representing the red color component
 gmn the green color component
and bmn the blue color component The individual color components are typically
representated by 	bit but again any processing will be done using oating point precision
  Median ltering
As noted in section 
 the immersion oil used in the dermatoscopic imaging technique
may produce small air bubbles manifestating themselves as small white ellipses
 lines or
dots This artifact can be considered as impulsive noise and may thus be reduced using a
median lter given by
z
med
mn  medianfzm k n lj 
N
med
 

 k l 
N
med
 

  m k M    n l  Ng 
where N
med
is odd

and indicates the size of the two	dimensional median lter Note
that we only consider a square median lter kernel We may in fact consider any shape

 bit for each of the color channels red	 green and blue

If the median kernel size is even	 there will be two middle values One could then de
ne the median
as the mean of these two values
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Figure  The eect of ltering a x dermatoscopic image with a x median
lter Left Original image Right Filtered image Notice how the air bubble artifacts
have been reduced
 especially around the lesion edge in the upper right hand corner
of lter kernel if desirable Equation  is valid for a grey	level image When working
with color images
 one should apply the same median lter to all  color components
Some of the properties of the non	linear median lter are Jain
 
 Sonka et al
 
 The median lter is very eective in removing noise spikes that only cover a few
pixels compared to the kernel neighborhood size Thus
 it can applied for removing
thin lines
 eg human hair
 or isolated islands of pixels
 eg small air bubbles
 The median lter preserves spatial resolution well
 ie
 it reduces blurring of edges
compared to linear convolution ltering with Gaussian or averaging kernels
 If the number of noise pixels inside the kernel neighborhood is greater than half the
number of kernel neighborhood pixels
 the median lter performs poorly
 The median may damage sharp corners in the image
Skin lesion speci
c comments
The main purpose of ltering dermatoscopic images is to reduce impulsive	like artifacts
while at the same time preserving edges In gure 
 the results of applying a x
median lter to a dermatoscopic image is shown This kernel size is used for all median
ltering in this thesis
   KarhunenLoeve transform
The next preprocessing stage aims at facilitating the segmentation process by enhancing
the edges in the image For this purpose
 we will consider the KarhunenLoeve KL
transform also known as the Hotelling transform or the method of principal components
Hotelling
 
 Karhunen
 
 Loeve
 
The KL transform is a linear transformation that uncorrelates the input variables
by employing an orthonormal basis found by an eigenvalue decomposition of the sample
covariance matrix for the input variables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In image processing applications
 the KL transformation is often applied to the 	D
image domain Here we will apply the transformation to the 	D color space spanned by
rmn
 gmn and bmn
Now
 let us dene the following MN matrix containing all pixels from the  color
channels

V 
 

r  r        r N r        rMN
g  g        g N g        gMN
b  b        b N b        bMN


 
where we view rmn gmn bmn
T
as a sample of a stochastic variable
Let v contain the sample mean of the  color components

v 

MN
M
X
m 
N
X
n 
 

rmn
gmn
bmn


  
The sample covariance matrix is now given by
C 

MN
VV
T
 vv
T
 
that can be eigenvalue decomposed
 so that
C  EE
T
 
where E  e
 
e

e

 is a matrix containing the eigenvectors of C and  a diagonal
matrix containing the corresponding eigenvalues of C in decreasing order 
 
	 

	 

	

The KL transformation is now dened as
z  E
T
v v 
where v is a column vector in V and z contains what is known as the principal com
ponents Some properties of the principal components are Mardia et al
 

 hz
i
i  
 Var z
i
  
i
 Cov z
i
 z
j
   i  j
Due to the decreasing ordering of the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors

the rst principal component will contain the maximum variance In fact
 no other linear
transformation using unit length basis vectors can produce components with a variance
larger than 
 
Mardia et al
 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Figure  Results of the Karhunen	Loeve transform applied to the 	D color space Upper
left The original median ltered color image Upper right The rst principal component
accounting for   of the total variance Lower left The second principal component
	   variance Lower right The third principal component 	   variance Note
 that
all principal component images have been rescaled to enhance the visual quality
Skin lesion speci
c comments
For median ltered dermatoscopic images
 the rst principal component will typically
account for more than  of the total variance Since most variation occur at edges
between regions with similar luminance levels
 the rst principal component is a natural
choice for segmentation Another study also shows that the Karhunen	Loeve transform is
appropriate for segmenting dermatoscopic images Fischer et al
 
In gure 
 a Karhunen	Loeve transformation of a median ltered color image is
shown
 Image segmentation
The next step in the feature extraction process is image segmentation The main goal is to
divide an image into regions of interests from which appropriate features can be extracted
Here
 we will consider a complete segmentation that divides the entire image into disjoint
regions Denoting the image
 R
 and the N regions
 R
i
 i           N 
 this may be
formalized as

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R 
N

i 
R
i
 R
i

R
j
  i  j  
The regions are usually constructed so that they are homogeneous with respect to
some chosen property like
 eg
 luminance
 color or context We will now consider the
case where the aim is to group pixels containing the same approximate luminance level
 Optimal thresholding
Thresholding is a very simple segmentation method based on using thresholds on the
luminance level of pixels in order to determine what region a pixel belongs to Denoting the
non	negative luminance of a pixel
 zmn
 a thresholding process using N   thresholds
to divide an image into N regions may be written as
zmn 

	
	
	
	
	
	


	
	
	
	
	
	

R
 
if zmn  T
 
R

if T
 
 zmn  T







R
i
if T
i 
 zmn  T
i






R
N
if T
N 
 zmn
 
where T
i
is the threshold separating pixels in region R
i
from pixels in region R
i 
 To
simplify the notation in the following
 we introduce T

  and T
N

Let us consider the luminance level
 zmn
 to be a sample of a stochastic variable

z
 and let the conditional luminance probability distribution be denoted by pzjR
i
 and
the prior region probability by P R
i
 Assuming we know pzjR
i
 and P R
i

 we may
view the problem of selecting the thresholds as a classication problem and use Bayesian
decision theory to minimize the probability of misclassifying a pixel Bayesian decision
theory will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 
We may now write the probability of misclassifying a pixel in region R
i
using the
thresholds T
 
 T

        T
N 

as
P
e
T
 
 T

        T
N 
jR
i
 
Z
T
i 

pzjR
i
dz &
Z

T
i
pzjR
i
dz 
where P
e
 denotes the probability of misclassifying a pixel and i           N  The
combined misclassication probability is
P
e
T
 
 T

        T
N 
 
N
X
i 
P
e
T
 
 T

        T
N 
jR
i
P R
i
  
In order to minimize P
e
T
 
 T

        T
N 

 we compute its derivative wrt T
i
and
nd the zeros of the derivative

Recall	 T

and T
N
are 
xed at   and 	 respectively	 and thus not of interest to us
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P
e
T
 
 T

        T
N 

T
i
 pT
i
jR
i
P R
i
 & pT
i
jR
i 
P R
i 
   

pT
i
jR
i
P R
i
  pT
i
jR
i 
P R
i 
 
where i           N  
If we know the conditional luminance probability distributions
 pzjR
i

 and the prior
region probabilities
 P R
i

 we can nd the optimal
	
thresholds by solving equation 
Let us consider the case where the conditional luminance probability distributions are
Gaussian of the form
pzjR
i
 

p

R
i
exp


z  	
R
i




R
i

 
where 	
R
i
is the mean of the pixel luminance in region R
i

 

R
i
the corresponding
variance and i           N 
Inserting equation  into equation  and applying the logarithm
 we obtain
log 
R
i
& logP R
i 
 &
T
i
 	
R
i




R
i
 log 
R
i
& logP R
i
 &
T
i
 	
R
i




R
i
 
where i           N To simplify matters
 we assume   
R

 
R

 This yields
the following closed	form solution for the optimal thresholds

T
i

	
R
i
& 	
R
i

&


	
R
i
 	
R
i
log
P R
i 

P R
i

 
where i           N Assuming the prior probabilities
 P R
i

 are equal
 equation
 reduces to
T
i

	
R
i
& 	
R
i

  
A simple iterative scheme based on equation  for estimating the N   optimal
thresholds and the N luminance means is Ridler and Calvard
 
 Initialize thresholds
 so that T
 
 T

        T
N 

 At time step t
 compute the luminance region means
	
t
R
i

P
mnR
t
i
zmn
N
t
R
i
 
where N
t
R
i
is the number of pixels in region R
i
at time step t and i           N 
	
In the sense that the thresholds minimize the probability of misclassi
cation
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Figure  Example of results using the optimal thresholding algorithm on the rst prin	
cipal component of a median ltered dermatoscopic image Upper left Median ltered
rst principal component Upper right The segmentation result using  thresholds to
separate  regions The solid white lines indicate region borders Lower left The sample
histogram of the upper left image Lower right Estimated histogram The dashed lines
show the luminance probability densities
 'pzjR
i

 estimated by the optimal thresholding
algorithm The solid line shows the estimated histogram computed by assuming that the
prior probabilities of the  regions are 
 
 and 
 from left to right Note
 that the
overall shape of the estimated histogram matches the sample histogram fairly well
 The thresholds at time step t&  are now computed as
T
t 
i

	
t
R
i
& 	
t
R
i

 
where i           N  
 If T
t 
i
 T
t
i
for all i           N  
 then stop% otherwise return to step 
Skin lesion speci
c comments
All dermatoscopic images in this study have been segmented by the optimal thresholding
algorithm using  thresholds A typical rst principal component of a median ltered
dermatoscopic image consists of a very light background and a dark skin lesion with even
darker areas inside These  regions are usually fairly homogeneous making the assumption
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of Gaussian luminance probability distributions a sound one The assumptions of equal
variances
 

R
i
and equal priors
 P R
i

 are usually not warranted Nevertheless
 the
algorithm provides good results using dermatoscopic images
Note
 the main purpose of segmentation in this application is to nd a lesion shape
mask dening the edge location of the lesion Thus
 we are only interested in the threshold
separating the light skin background and the darker skin lesion In some cases
 the seg	
mentation produces several skin lesion candidates due to other small non	lesion objects
Usually the largest object is the skin lesion and is thus selected for further processing
In gure 
 the results of using the optimal thresholding algorithm on a dermatoscopic
image using  thresholds to separate  regions are shown Note
 the similar shape of the
sample histogram and the estimated histogram indicating the usability of the optimal
thresholding algorithm in the context of dermatoscopic images
 Dermatoscopic feature description
The nal step in the feature extraction process is the actual extraction and description of
features We will in this section present methods for describing the following skin lesion
properties
 Asymmetry of the lesion border
 Transition of the pigmentation from the skin lesion to the surrounding skin
 Color distribution of the skin lesion including blue	white veil
 Asymmetry
An asymmetric skin lesion shape is the result of dierent local growth rates and may
indicate malignancy
In order to measure asymmetry
 we will rst look at 	D moments and how these may
be used for describing certain geometrical properties of an object or a region in an image
	 Moments
Moment representations interpret a normalized grey level image function
 zx y
 as a
probability density function of a 	D stochastic variable Properties of this variable may
thus be described by 	D moments Sonka et al
  For a digital image
 zmn
 the
moment of order p& q is given by
m
pq

M
X
m 
N
X
n 
m
p
n
q
zmn  
Translation invariant moments are obtained by considering the centralized moments
m
c
pq

M
X
m 
N
X
n 
mm
c

p
n n
c

q
zmn 
where m
c
 n
c
 is the center of mass given by
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Figure  The orientation angle
 
o

 of an object is dened as the angle of the axis
through the center of mass
 m
c
 n
c

 that minimizes the moment of inertia
 I 
P
M
m 
P
N
n 
D


mnzmn
m
c

m
 
m

 n
c

m
 
m

  
We will now in the following consider the case where zmn is binary and represents
a region
 R
 so that zmn   if mn  R
 otherwise zmn   This could
 eg
 be
the result of a segmentation process
The moment of inertia for a binary object or region
 R
 wrt an axis through the
center of mass with an angle  as shown in gure  is dened as Jain
 
I 
X
mn
X
 R
D


mn 

X
mn
X
 R
mm
c
 sin  & n n
c
 cos 

 
where D

mn is found by translating the object so that its center of mass coincides
with the center of origo of the coordinate system and by rotating


the object clockwise by
the angle  so that the n	coordinate of the translated and rotated point mn equals the
desired distance D

mn
The orientation of an object is dened as the angle of the axis through the center of
mass that results in the least moment of inertia Jain
  To obtain this angle
 we
compute the derivative of equation  and set it to zero



Rotation of a point mn clockwise by the angle  is given by m
r
 n
r
  m cos n sin  m sin 
n cos 
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Figure  Skin lesion showing the edge of the lesion and the two principal axes used
for calculating asymmetry These axes dene directions of least and largest moments of
inertia The two asymmetry indexes for this lesion are   and  
 respectively
I

  


o



tan
 

m
c
  
m
c

m
c


  
The axis through the center of mass dened by 
o
is also known as a principal axis
We will refer to this as the major axis All objects have two principal axes

where the
second principal axis is dened by the angle yielding the largest moment of inertia This
will be referred to as the minor axis The principal axes are orthogonal and will in the
next section be used for calculating asymmetry
In gure 
 an example of a skin lesion and its two principal axes are shown
	 Measuring asymmetry
The principal axes found in the previous section will now be used as axes of symmetry
That is
 we will measure how asymmetric the object is with respect to these two axes
This can be done by folding the object about its principal axes and measure the area of
the non	overlapping regions relative to the entire object area Thus
 for each principal
axis
 we dene a measure of asymmetry as
S
i

(A
i
A
 

Note	 a circle has an in
nite number of principal axes due to its rotational symmetry
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Figure  An example of a skin lesion larger than the eld of view of the camera The
two asymmetry measures for this lesion are both   Only very large lesions
 where the
calculation of asymmetry can not be justied
 have been omitted from the study
where i    indicates the principal axis
 (A
i
is the corresponding non	overlapping
area of the folded object and A is the area of the entire region For an object completely
symmetric about the i

th principal axis
 S
i
is zero while complete asymmetry yields an
asymmetry measure of 
Skin lesion speci
c comments
Several skin lesions included in this study are larger than the eld of view of the cam	
era That is
 the entire lesion in not visible in the digitized image This will introduce
an uncertainty in the location of the principal axes and subsequently in the asymmetry
measures See the example in gure 
Due to the rather limited amount of data available
 these have nevertheless been in	
cluded Some severe cases
 where the calculation of asymmetry could not be justied

have been removed from the data set
 though One could also choose not to compute the
asymmetry measures in these cases and subsequently treat them as missing values Several
techniques for dealing with missing values exist
 see
 eg
 Ripley
  for an overview
  Edge abruptness
An important feature is the transition of the pigmentation between the skin lesion and
the surrounding skin A sharp abrupt edge suggests malignancy while a gradual fading of
the pigmentation indicates a benign lesion
In order to measure the edge abruptness
 let us rst estimate the gradient of a grey	level
image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	 Image gradient estimation
In a continuous image
 zx y
 the gradient magnitude
 gx y and gradient direction
 
g


is dened by Sonka et al
 
gx y 
s

zx y
x


&

zx y
y




g
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 

zx y
y

zx y
x

 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and for a digital image
 zmn

gmn 
q
g

 
mn & g


mn 

g
 tan
 

g

mn
g
 
mn

  
Here
 the partial derivatives have been approximated by the dierences g
 
mn and
g

mn dened as
g
 
mn 
X
i
X
j
h
 
ijzm & im& j 
g

mn 
X
i
X
j
h

ijzm & im& j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
where g
 
mn and g

mn are expressed as convolutions between the image and
gradient operators denoted by h
 
i j and h

i j
 N
h
 
  i j  N
h
 


where N
h
is odd and indicates the size of the gradient operators
Several gradient operators have been suggested
 see
 eg
 Jain
  Here we will
use the Sobel gradient operator dened by
H
 

 

  
  
  


 H


 

  
  
  


  
We will in the following denote the gradient magnitude estimation of a grey	level digital
image
 zmn
 using the Sobel gradient operators by
gmn  gradzmn  
	 Measuring edge abruptness
Let us consider the luminance component of a color image given by
zmn 


rmn & gmn & bmn 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which is just an equally weighted sum of the three color components
We may now estimate the gradient magnitude of the intensity component by comput	
ing

gmn  gradzmn  
If we sample the gradient magnitude
 gmn
 along the edge of the skin lesion
 we
obtain a set of gradient magnitude values

ek  gmk nk k          K   
where K is the total number of edge samples and mk nk the coordinates of the
k

th edge pixel
This set of values describes the transition between the lesion and the skin background
in each edge point In order to describe the general transition or abruptness
 we use the
sample mean and variance of the gradient magnitude values ek
m
e


K
K 
X
k
ek 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v
e


K
K 
X
k
e

k m

e
 
where the sample mean
 m
e

 describes the general abruptness level and the sample
variance
 v
e

 describes the variation of the abruptness along the skin lesion edge
In gure 
 an example of measuring the abruptness in a dermatoscopic image is
shown
Skin lesion speci
c comments
As mentioned previously
 several skin lesions larger than the eld of view of the camera
are included in this study For these lesions the gradient magnitude has not been sampled
along false edges These occur at the boundaries of the image where the skin lesion
crosses the image border
 see the example in gure  Thus we assume
 that enough
edge information is available from the visible part of the skin lesion in order to describe
the characteristics of the lesion edge and that we can neglect the contributions outside the
eld of view
 Color
The color distribution of a skin lesion is another important aspect that may contribute
to an accurate diagnosis Dermatologists have identied  shades of color that may be
present in skin lesions examined with the dermatoscopic imaging technique These colors
arise due to several biological processes Stolz et al
  The colors are Lightbrown

darkbrown
 white
 red
 blue and black Stolz et al
  This is a rather vague color
description that is likely to cause some discrepancies between how dierent individuals
perceive skin lesion colors There are especially problems with separating light	brown from
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Figure  Example of measuring edge abruptness in a dermatoscopic image Upper
left Intensity image showing the lesion edge obtained from the segmentation process
Upper right Gradient magnitude image Note The gradient magnitude range has been
compressed by the transformation
 g
c
mn  log & gmn
 in order to enhance the
visual quality Lower left The gradient magnitude sampled along the lesion edge Lower
right Histogram of gradient magnitude measured along the lesion edge
dark	brown but problems also occur with red and dark	brown due to a rather reddish glow
of the dark	brown color in skin lesions
We will nevertheless try to dene a consistent method of measuring skin lesion colors
that matches dermatologists intuitive perception of colors This is done by dening color
prototypes that are in close correspondence with the color perception of dermatologists
and using these prototypes to determine the color contents of skin lesions As a guideline

a large number of colors is considered to be an indicator of malignancy
	 Color prototype determination
The color prototypes have been determined from three 	D histograms

of  randomly
selected skin lesion images combined into one large image By inspecting the histograms

several clusters matching the color perception of dermatologists have been dened and
the perceived cluster centers are used as prototypes This is shown in gure  Note

that several shades of light	brown
 dark	brown and blue have been identied No reliable

Redgreen	 redblue and greenblue D histograms

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Figure  Color prototypes have been found manually by inspecting the combined 	D
histograms of  randomly selected images The perceived cluster centers are chosen as
prototypes Upper left Red	green 	D histogram The histogram values
 hr g
 have
been compressed by the transformation
 h
c
r g  log&hr g
 in order to enhance the
visual quality Upper right Red	blue 	D histogram log	transformed Lower left Green	
blue 	D histogram log	transformed Lower right The determined color prototypes The
skin color prototype is left out since it is eliminated by the segmentation process Only
colors inside the lesion are of interest in this study
prototype for red distinguishing it from dark	brown could be determined This is a problem
also found among dermatologists One may consider a part of a lesion to be red while
another may suggest dark	brown Due to these di)culties
 a red prototype has not been
dened
It is clear that this way of determining prototypes is a very subjective process
 yet
great care has been taken in order for the prototypes to match the color perception of
dermatologists


A standard kmeans clustering algorithm using the Euclidean distance measure in the
RGB color space has also been employed but did not yield acceptable color prototypes It
is obvious from inspecting the 	D histograms that the Euclidean distance measure is not

The author has spent hourlong sessions with dermatologists viewing and discussing skin lesions in
order to gain insight into their color perception
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the most appropriate choice due to the varying shape of the dierent clusters It would be
benecial to allow the distance measure to vary between clusters acknowledging that dif	
ferent probability distributions generate the individual clusters Often these distributions
may be considered Gaussian
 see eg Scott and Symons
 
Another contributing factor to the failure of the standard kmeans algorithm is the
number of pixels in each cluster The histograms in gure  are log	transformed
 that is

the dynamic range has been compressed in order to enhance the visual quality Thus the
number of pixels close to the center of some of the clusters seems relative large compared
to
 eg
 the dominant skin color cluster even though the number of pixels in these clusters
is in fact rather small In the standard kmeans algorithm these clusters are likely to be
suppressed by the higher populated dominant clusters resulting in unacceptable results
Thus in order to overcome these problems and to incorporate the color perception of
dermatologists
 the manually selected prototypes are used in this study Note
 that 
color clusters have been dened but only  prototypes are used The skin color prototype
is left out as this color is eliminated by the segmentation process and normally only found
outside the lesion The  color prototypes thus corresponds of white
 black
 lightbrown

 lightbrown 
 darkbrown 
 darkbrown 
 blue 
 blue  and blue  representing 
dierent colors
	 Measuring color
The color contents of a skin lesion may be determined by comparing the skin lesion pixels
with color prototypes Here we will use the Euclidean distance measure for comparing
colors

d

i
mn  rmn r
i


& gmn  g
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

& bmn b
i


 i           
where d
i
mn is the distance in RGB colorspace from pixel mn to the i

th color
prototype dened by cp
i
 r
i
g
i
b
i

T

Every skin lesion pixel can now be assigned a prototype color by selecting the shortest
distance That is
 the pixel mn should be assigned the prototype color cp
i
if
d
i
mn  d
j
mn for all i  j  
We may now describe the color contents of a skin lesion as a set of relative areas 	 one
for each color prototype This may be written as
a
i

A
cp
i
A
 
where A is the area of the skin lesion
 A
cp
i
the area inside the skin lesion occupied by
pixels close to prototype color cp
i
as dened by equation  and a
i
the relative measure
of the color content of the prototype color cp
i
 Since we do not wish to distinguish between
dierent shades of the same color
 the color content of light	brown is dened as the sum
of a
i
for the two light	brown color shades The same applies to the blue and dark	brown
color shades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As mentioned in the previous section
 the choice of distance measure is not trivial The
most appropriate distance measure in this context would be one that takes the color per	
ception of dermatologists into account The CIE

has proposed the perceptually uniform
colorspaces
 CIE	Lab and CIE	Luv
 in which the Euclidean distance measure matches the
average humans perception of color dierences Skarbek and Koschan
  In order to
transform pixels in RGB colorspace to either CIE	Luv or CIE	Lab colorspace
 one must
rst empirically determine a linear   transformation matrix for the complete imaging
system
 
that transforms the RGB colorspace of the imaging system to the standardized
CIE	RGB colorspace
 see eg Wyszecki and Stiles
  The CIE	RGB values may
then be converted through a non	linear transformation into either CIE	Luv or CIE	Lab
values Jain
  Using the Euclidean distance measure in either of these colorspaces
for comparing colors may yield results corresponding better with the color perception of
dermatologists
Examples of skin lesion comparison with the color prototypes are shown in gure 
Skin lesion speci
c comments
Note
 that the use of color prototypes requires that the conditions of the imaging system
are very controlled in order to achieve color consistency This involves camera
 lighting
conditions
 lm type
 lm development process and scanner We will briey comment on
each of these points
Camera The same Dermaphot camera from Heine Optotechnik has been used for all imag	
ing as seen in gure 
Lighting conditions The ring formed lightsource is together with the camera lens inte	
grated into a closed container that only lets in light through the small glass plate at
the front of the Dermaphot camera The glass plate is pressed onto the oily lesion
making any contribution from external lightsources negligible Thus
 the lighting
conditions may be considered consistent from image to image
Film type The same type of Fuji lm has been used on all images included in this study
Film development process The same developer studio was used for developing all lms
The exact development process is not known and may be a source for introducing
color inconsistency even though this does not seem to be a problem
Scanner The Eskoscan 	
 scanner from Eskofot was calibrated according to the man	
ufacturers instructions before each scanning session was initiated ensuring scanning
consistency
Considering the conditions mentioned above
 we do not expect color inconsistency to
be a problem
	 Dermatoscopic feature material
A total of  dermatoscopic images of skin lesions have been collected Unfortunately

 images had to be excluded from this study due to the following reasons

Commission Internationale de LEclairage  the international committee on color standards

The imaging system in this application consists of camera	 
lm	 development process and image scan
ning
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  skin lesions had not been histologically analyzed and thus had no diagnosis
  skin lesions were signicantly larger than the eld of view of the camera
  skin lesions had been photographed using a dierent type of Fuji lm The color
sensation obtained from these images were signicantly dierent compared to the
rest of the images
  skin lesions were not considered segmented correctly This was mainly due to other
large dark objects being present in the images
 eg
 black marker lines surrounding
the lesions
  lesion image was severely overexposed
The remaining  images are used for this study and are distributed in the  skin lesion
categories as Benign nevi  
 atypical nevi   and malignant melanoma 
A total of  features are extracted from each image as described in the previous sec	
tions In summary
 these are  asymmetry measures
  edge abruptness measures and 
color measures The distributions of the individual features within each skin lesion class
are shown in gure  and  Some discrimination between skin lesion classes seems
promising even considering only single features Especially
 high scores for the edge abrupt
ness measures
 the blue color measure
 the black color measure and the darkbrown color
measure and low scores for the lightbrown color measure seem to indicate malignancy
When the features are combined
 these may not be the most signicant features
 though
We will gain more insight into the importance of the individual features in section 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Figure  Examples of color detection in dermatoscopic images Left column Original
median ltered images Right column Results of comparing the skin lesion images in the
left column with color prototypes in the RGB colorspace using the Euclidean dierence
measure Note
 that all shades of blue are representated by the blue prototype seen in
gure 
 all shades of dark	brown by dbrown and all shades of light	brown by lbrown
The example in the fourth row shows some problems with detecting the milky	pink area
in the center of the lesion Dermatologists would consider this area to be either white or
blue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Figure  Plots showing the mean
 median and standard deviation of the dermato	
scopic features within each skin lesion class Upper left Asymmetry measure wrt the
minor principal axis Upper right Asymmetry measure wrt the major principal axis
Lower left The mean edge abruptness Lower right The standard deviation of the edge
abruptness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Figure  Plots showing the mean
 median and standard deviation of the dermatoscopic
features within each skin lesion class Upper left White color measure Upper right Black
color measure Center left Light	brown color measure Center right Blue color measure
Lower center Dark	brown color measure
Chapter 
A probabilistic framework for
classication
In this chapter
 a probabilistic framework for classication will be dened The framework
will be the foundation for designing neural network classiers in chapter 
 Bayes decision theory
Bayes decision theory is based on the assumption that the classication problem at hand
can be expressed in probabilistic terms and that these terms are either known or can be
estimated
Suppose the classication problem is to map an input pattern x into a class C
l
out of
n
C
classes where l           n
C
 We can now dene several probabilistic terms that are
related through Bayes theorem Duda and Hart
 

P C
l
jx 
pxjC
l
P C
l

px
  
P C
l
 is the class prior and reects our prior belief of an unobserved pattern x belong	
ing to class C
l
 pxjC
l
 is the classconditional probability density function and describes
the probability characteristics of x once we know it belongs to class C
l
 The posterior prob	
ability is denoted by P C
l
jx and is the probability of an observed pattern x belonging
to class C
l
 The unconditional probability density function
 px
 describing the density
function for x regardless of the class
 is given by
px 
n
C
X
l 
pxjC
l
P C
l
  
In short
 Bayes theorem shows how the observation of a pattern x changes the prior
probability P C
l
 into a posterior probability P C
l
jx
A classication system usually divides the input space into a set of n
C
decision regions

R
 
R

       R
n
C

 so that a pattern
 x
 located inR
l
is assigned to class C
l
 The boundaries
between the regions are called decision boundaries Often the aim of a classier is to
minimize the probability of error
 that is
 to minimize the probability of classifying a

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pattern x belonging to class C
l
as a dierent class due to x not being in decision region
R
l
 The probability of error can be written as Duda and Hart
 
P error   P correct 
 
n
C
X
l 
P x  R
l
 C
l
 
 
n
C
X
l 
P x  R
l
jC
l
P C
l
 
 
n
C
X
l 
Z
R
l
pxjC
l
P C
l
dx  
In order to minimize the probability of error
 the decision regions should be chosen so
that each pattern
 x
 is assigned to the class that has the integrand with the maximum
value That is
 the pattern should be assigned to class C
l
if
pxjC
l
P C
l
  pxjC
m
P C
m
 for all l  m  
Rewriting the equation using Bayes theorem  and the fact that px is independent
of the class
 we obtain Bayes minimumerror decision rule

P C
l
jx  P C
m
jx for all l  m 
saying
 we should assign a pattern
 x
 to the class with the highest posterior probability
As already mentioned
 Bayes minimum	error decision rule assumes that the aim is to
minimize the probability of error This makes sense if every possible error is associated
with the same cost If this is not the case
 one could adopt a riskbased approach as
described in section  It may also be appropriate not to divide the entire input space
into n
C
decision regions If a pattern has a low posterior probability for all classes
 it may
be benecial to reject the pattern
 rather than assigning it to a class Rejection thresholds
will be discussed in section 
 Riskbased classication
Let us consider the malignant melanoma classication problem for a moment see chapter
 for an introduction It is obvious that diagnosing a benign lesion as melanoma does not
have the same consequences for the patient as diagnosing a melanoma as a benign lesion
In the rst case
 a biopsy of the lesion will be made and a correct diagnosis based on a
histological analysis can be made In the latter case
 the cancer is not detected and may
be left to develop to the extent where the patient can not be cured
This is an example where it is not appropriate to just minimize the probability of error
An approach
 where the dierent costs of misclassication are taken into account
 would
be desirable
Let us denote the loss associated with assigning a pattern to class C
m
when it belongs
to class C
l
with L
lm
 For all patterns belonging to class C
l

 the expected loss is given by
Bishop
 
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R
l

n
C
X
m 
L
lm
Z
R
m
pxjC
l
dx  
The combined loss or risk for patterns from all classes is
R 
n
C
X
l 
R
l
P C
l
 

n
C
X
l 
n
C
X
m 
Z
R
m
L
lm
pxjC
l
P C
l
dx 

n
C
X
m 
Z
R
m

n
C
X
l 
L
lm
pxjC
l
P C
l


dx 
In order to minimize the risk
 the decision regions should be chosen so that each
pattern
 x
 is assigned to the class that has the integrand with the minimum value That
is
 the pattern should be assigned to class C
m
if
n
C
X
l 
L
lm
pxjC
l
P C
l
 
n
C
X
l 
L
ln
pxjC
l
P C
l
 for all m  n  
Rewriting the equation using Bayes theorem  and the fact that px is independent
of the class
 we obtain the Bayes minimumrisk decision rule

n
C
X
l 
L
lm
P C
l
jx 
n
C
X
l 
L
ln
P C
l
jx for all m  n 
which says
 that a pattern
 x
 should be assigned to the class with lowest risk This
rule reduces to Bayes minimum	error decision rule if we assign a loss of  if the pattern
is classied correctly and a loss of  if the pattern is assigned to a wrong class
It can be a di)cult task to quantify the loss In
 eg
 the melanoma classication
problem
 we would probably have to set the loss values manually
 based on the views of
experienced dermatologists In other applications
 it may be possible to set the loss values
in a more systematic manner
  Rejection thresholds
Misclassication errors are most likely to occur in the proximity of areas with a large class
overlap
 ie
 where the largest posterior probability is relatively low compared to the class
with the second largest posterior probability This is often in the vicinity of the decision
boundaries Acknowledging this
 it may be appropriate not to classify a pattern if the
largest posterior probability is less than some rejection threshold This could be the case
in
 eg
 the melanoma classication problem where we may not wish to rely on a classier
making a diagnosis in doubtful cases This can be expressed by the following rejection
rule Duda and Hart
 
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if P C
l
jx

	  then classify x
  then reject x
 l  argmax
m
P C
m
jx  
where  is the rejection threshold Note that max
m
P C
m
jx 	
 
n
C

 so a rejection
threshold smaller than
 
n
C
has no eect
In Hansen et al
 
 it is argued that the majority of classication problems
 that
can be learned to a high degree of prociency
 exhibit an eectively binary character for
most patterns
 ie
 for a pattern
 there is at most one predominantly alternative to the true
classication class This leads to the following error	reject relationship for near	optimal
classiers Hansen et al
 

ER
E

s
 &

R
E



R
E
 
where ER is the classication error for rejection rate
 
R and E the classication
error for no rejects
If we do not know the true posterior probabilities but only have an estimate of the
posterior probabilities
 this error	reject relationship can give us some indication on how
accurate our estimates are If our estimates are near	optimal
 we should expect an error	
reject relationship as described by equation 
In Hintz	Madsen et al
 
 an application
 using the rejection theory described
here
 is presented
 Measuring model performance
Up until now
 we have assumed that we either know the true posterior probabilities for the
classes or that we have some estimate of the posterior probabilities We will now introduce
the notion of a model producing estimates of the posterior probabilities
Assume we have a data set
 D
 which we shall call a training set
 consisting of q
D
input	output pairs drawn from the joint probability distribution pxy
D  fx

y

j	           q
D
g 
where x is an input pattern vector and y is an output vector containing the corre	
sponding class label y
T
 y
 
 y

        y
n
C
 with y
l
 
 if x  C
l

 otherwise y
l
  This
class labeling scheme is known as ofn
C
coding
Let us also assume
 we have a model
 M
 parameterized by a vector
 u
 that is es	
timated on the basis of the training set
 D
 and let the model be capable of producing
estimates of the posterior probabilities for the classes

Mu  xy y 

The fraction of rejected patterns
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where y
T
 'y
 
 'y

        'y
n
C
 contains estimates of the true posterior probabilities
 ie

'y
l

'
P C
l
jx
We can now use Bayes theorem  to dene several probabilistic terms for the model
M

pujD 
pDjupu
pD
  
pu is the parameter prior and reects our prior knowledge of the model parameters
before observing any data pDju is the likelihood of the model and describes how probable
it is that the data
 D
 is generated by the model parameterized by u The posterior
parameter distribution is denoted by pujD and quanties the probability distribution of
the model parameters once the data has been observed The unconditional probability
distribution
 pD
 is a normalization factor and is given by
pD 
Z
pDjupudu  
Now
 in order to design a model as close to the true underlying model as possible
 we
may nd the parameters that maximize the posterior parameter distribution

u
MAP
 argmax
u
pujD 
 argmax
u
pDjupu   
This is known as maximum a posteriori MAP estimation
If we have a uniform parameter prior
 pu
 the MAP estimate reduces to themaximum
likelihood ML estimate

u
ML
 argmax
u
pDju   
The MAP and ML estimate is based on the assumption that there is one near	optimal
model matching the true model the best Bayesians argue that one should use the entire
posterior parameter distribution as a description of the model when doing output predic	
tions Examples of Bayesian approaches include David MacKays Bayesian framework for
classication based on approximating the posterior weight distribution MacKay
 a

MacKay
 b
 Thodberg
  and Markov Chain Monte Carlo schemes based on
sampling the posterior weight distribution Duane et al
 
 Neal
  We will pur	
sue the ML principle
A complete probabilistic description of a classication problem is governed by the joint
input	output probability distribution
 pxy
 that may be written as
pyx  pyjxpx  
Since the model
 Mu
 approximates the true system
 we have
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pyxju  pyx  
Assuming that the individual samples in D are drawn independently
 the likelihood of
the model can be written as
pDju 
q
D
Y
 
py

x

ju 

q
D
Y
 
py

jx

upx

  
Instead of maximizing the likelihood
 we may choose to minimize the negative loga	
rithm

of the likelihood
 log pDju  
q
D
X
 
log py

jx

u & log px

   
Since px is independent of the parameter vector
 u
 we can discard this term from
equation  and minimize the following function instead

E
D
u  

q
D
q
D
X
 
log py

jx

u 


q
D
q
D
X
 
ex

y

u 
where E
D
u is called an error function and exyu a loss function Note
 that the
negative log	likelihood has been normalized with the number of samples in the training
set D
 thus making E
D
u an expression of the average pattern error
Now
 let us return to the MAP technique As with the ML estimate
 instead of
maximizing the posterior parameter distribution
 we can choose to minimize the negative
logarithm of the posterior parameter distribution
 log pDju log pu  
q
D
X
 
log py

jx

u & log px

 log pu  
Again we note that px is independent of u
 so we may discard this term and minimize
the following function instead



q
D
q
D
X
 
log py

jx

u

q
D
log pu  

Since the logarithm is a monotonic function	 the two approaches lead to the same results
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This function that we wish to minimize can now be written as
Cu  E
D
u &Ru 
where Cu is called a cost function and Ru   
 
q
D
log pu a regularization function
The latter is determined by the parameter prior and we shall return to this subject in
section 
In the next section
 we will derive a loss function for multiple	class problems based on
the ML principle
  Crossentropy error function for multiple classes
We will now consider the case where we have multiple exclusive classes
 ie
 a pattern
belongs to one and only one class As in section 
 we assume that we have a model
capable of producing estimates of the true posterior probabilities for the classes 'y
l

'
P C
l
jx
 we use a 	of	n
C
coding scheme for the class labeling and the distributions of the
dierent class labels
 y
l

 are independent The probability of observing a class label
 y

given a pattern
 x
 is
'
P C
l
jx
 if the true class is C
l

 which can be written as
pyjxu 
n
C
Y
l 
'y
l

y
l
  
Inserting equation  in equation 
 we obtain the following error function

E
D
u  

q
D
q
D
X
 
n
C
X
l 
y

l
log 'y

l
 
which is known as the crossentropy error function Bishop
 
One of the characteristics of the cross	entropy error function is that it is very sensitive
to outliers

 From the expression in equation 
 it is seen that a pattern
 with a
posterior probability close to zero for the true class
 will give a very large contribution to
the combined error due to the nature of the logarithmic function To overcome this
 we
will in section  derive an outlier model and incorporate it into the cross	entropy error
function
 thus providing a more robust error function
 Measuring generalization performance
As already mentioned
 we would like our model to be as close as possible to the true model
described by pxy In order to measure this
 we dene the generalization ability of a
model as its ability to predict the output of the true model Thus
 the generalization error
of a model can be dened as

An outlier may be de
ned as a pattern with an erroneous class label or a very unlikely pattern	 ie	 a
pattern with a very low posterior probability for the true class
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Gu  hexyui
pxy


Z
exyupxydxdy 
where the loss function
 exyu
 could be
 eg
 the cross	entropy error The lower
bound of Gu is Gu


 where u

denotes the parameters of the true model
In the limit of an innite training set
 D
 the training error converges to the general	
ization error

lim
q
D

E
D
u  lim
q
D


q
D
q
D
X
 
ex

y

u 

Z
exyupxydxdy  
Note that Gu is dependent on the training set through the model parameters u We
may remove this dependency by dening the expected generalization error as the average
generalization error wrt all possible training sets of size q
D


*
G  hGui
pD


Z
GupDdD  
Here we have acknowledged that the generalization error itself is a stochastic variable
and dened the expected or average generalization error We could equally well have
dened other interesting measures like
 eg
 the median See Larsen and Hansen
 
for a discussion of dierent generalization error statistics
Usually
 we do not know the true joint input	output distribution
 pxy
 and thus
cannot determine neitherGu or
*
G Instead
 we can compute either empirical or algebraic
estimates of these quantities which we shall discuss in the next two sections
 Empirical estimates
Sine we usually cannot assess the true joint input	output distribution
 pxy
 we may
resolve to using empirical estimates of this distribution As a rst resort
 we may consider
the empirical distribution governed by the training set D

'p
D
xy 

q
D
q
D
X
 
x  x

y  y

 
where   is the Dirac delta function Inserting equation  into equation 

we obtain the following generalization error estimate based on the training set
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'
G
D
u 
Z
exyu'p
D
xydxdy 


q
D
q
D
X
 
ex

y

u 
 E
D
u  
We have already seen that the training error
 E
D
u
 converges to the generalization
error
 Gu
 when the size of the training set is innite Now
 in the case of a limited
training set
 it is usually a poor estimate of the generalization error This is due to the
model parameters being estimated on the basis of the training set which typically makes
the training error underestimate the generalization error In fact
 we can always achieve
a zero training error by employing a very exible model even though we know that the
minimal generalization error is Gu

 which typically is not zero
A better estimator can be achieved by employing a data set that is independent of the
training set but drawn from the same true distribution pxy We call this a test set

T  fx

y

j	           q
T
  
If we use the empirical joint input	output distribution
 'p
T
xy
 based on the test set

we may now use the test error as an estimate of the generalization error

'
G
T
u 

q
T
q
T
X
 
ex

y

u  
As with the training error

'
G
T
u converges to the generalization error
 Gu
 when
the test set
 T 
 is innite
Now
 we would like the training set to be as large as possible in order to create an
accurate model At the same time the test set should be large in order to get a reliable
estimate of the generalization ability of the model Unfortunately
 the available data
is usually rather limited
 so we have to deal with a trade	o between having a large
training set and a large test set A method trying to overcome this trade	o is called
crossvalidation Stone
 
 Toussaint
  The idea of cross	validation is based on
training and testing on disjunct subsets of data resampled from the available database
If we split the database up into K disjunct data sets
 we may estimate a model using
K   sets and evaluate its performance on the remaining set This can be done K times
resulting in K dierent models with K measures of the generalization performance The
cross	validation error is then dened as
'
G
CV


K
K
X
i 
'
G
T
i
u
i
 
where
'
G
T
i
u
i
 is the test error dened by equation and i the split label This
provides us with an estimate of the expected generalization error dened by equation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If each of the K disjunct data sets only contains one pattern
 we obtain the special
case called leaveoneout crossvalidation
Cross	validation has one major drawback
 though
 and that is the high computational
costs involved K models have to be estimated which for leave	one	out cross	validation
corresponds to estimating as many models as there are available patterns in the data
set A scheme trying to remedy this based on linear unlearning of patterns has been
proposed in Hansen and Larsen
  An application using this technique is presented
in Srensen et al
 
  Algebraic estimates
Empirical generalization error estimates require a fraction of the available data to be set
aside thus reducing the amount of data available for the training set And as stated
previously
 we would prefer a large training set in order to model the true model as
accurately as possible
In order to maximize the size of the training set
 we will now consider an algebraic
estimate of the average generalization error based only on the data in the training set We
will assume the following
 Independence of input and error on output
 There exists a set of parameters
 u


 that implements the true model
 ie
 the chosen
model architecture should be capable of implementing the true model
 The number of patterns in the training set is large
Under these assumptions
 the following estimate of the average generalization error
can be derived Murata et al
 
 Amari and Murata
 
 Murata et al
 

hGui
pD
 hE
D
ui
pD
&
n
e
q
D
  
The eective number of parameters
 n
e

 is given by
n
e
 tr

J
 
Q


 
where J

is the Hessian matrix for the regularized cost function evaluated with the
true model parameters u



J




Cu


uu
T



E
D
u


uu
T
&


Ru


uu
T
 
and Q

is Fishers information matrix Mardia et al
 

Q



exyu


u
exyu


u
T

pD
 
where e is the negative log	likelihood error for the individual patterns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In a real world situation
 we usually only have access to a single training set and we
may thus replace the average training error
 hE
D
ui
pD

 with the training error
 E
D
u

for a single training set
 replace
	
Q

with H and J

with J

hGui
pD
 E
D
u &

q
D
tr

J
 
H

  
This estimate may be used to select an optimal model among a hierarchy of models
with decreasing complexity
 ie
 every model should be a sub model of the previous model
in the hierarchy Murata et al
 
For other texts on algebraic generalization error estimates
 see
 eg
 Akaike
 

Ljung
 
 Moody
 
 Larsen
 
 Controlling model complexity
When estimating models
 we face the problem of choosing a model that has an appro	
priate complexity That is
 the model should be exible enough to adequately model the
underlying function of the true model At the same time
 we should ensure that the model
is not too exible in order not to capture the noise in the data The latter case is known
as overtting Hertz et al
 
 Bishop
 
In brief
 the purpose with controlling the model complexity is to maximize the gener	
alization performance of the model We will in the next two sections consider two such
techniques based on parameter regularization and parameter pruning
 respectively Both
methods are based on the assumption that the model is too complex
 Regularization techniques
As we saw in section 
 the MAP technique involves a prior for the model parameters
and the cost function could thus be written as
Cu  E
D
u &Ru 
where Ru   
 
q
D
log pu is called a regularization function We will now look at a
particular choice of parameter prior
		 Weight decay
In order to avoid overtting
 we should consider a prior that has the potential of limiting
the model complexity by ensuring that the decision boundaries are smooth One such
prior that favors small parameters


is a zero mean Gaussian parameter prior with the
individual parameters being independent

pu
k
 

p


k
exp





k
u

k

 
	
Using Fishers property
 


exyuuu
T

pD
 hexyuu exyuu
T
i
pD
Seber and Wild	 


Here we assume that small parameters lead to very constrained models while large parameters allow
very exible models which will be the case for the neural network models considered in chapter 
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where 
k
is the inverse prior parameter variance that can be used for controlling the
range of u
k
 We can now write the normalized negative logarithm of the parameter prior
as


q
D
log pu  

q
D
n
u
X
k 
log pu
k
 
 

q
D
n
u
X
k 





k
u

k
 log


k

 
where n
u
is the total number of parameters
We have seen from the MAP estimate that Ru should really equal 
 
q
D
log pu
 but
since the second term in equation 
 log


k

 doesnt depend on u and we want to
minimize Cu  E
D
u & Ru with respect to u
 we may discard this term and dene
the regularization function as
Ru 

q
D
n
u
X
k 

k
u

k




u
T
Ru 
where R is a diagonal positive semidenite matrix with elements 
k

q
D
in the diag	
onal This particular form of the regularization function is called weight decay in the
neural network community since it penalizes large parameters or weights whereas it for
regression problems in traditional statistics is known as ridge regression when all 
k
s are
equal Hoerl and Kennard
  The regularization parameters
 
k

 are also known as
hyperparameters since they themselves control other parameters
 in this case
 the model
parameters
We will later in chapter  discuss how we may determine the regularization parameters


k

 in order to achieve an appropriate model complexity
 by minimizing some estimate of
the generalization error with respect to the regularization parameters As a side eect

we will also see how regularization can suppress potential numerical problems that may
occur when performing matrix inversions
		 Other regularizers
The weight decay regularizer punishes large parameters severely which is not always desir	
able To remedy this
 a modication of the traditional weight decay regularizer has been
suggested Hertz et al
 
Ru 
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
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
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  
This regularization function lets small parameters decay towards zero faster than large
parameters Hertz et al
 
Another regularization function corresponding to a laplacian parameter prior is given
by Williams
 

Section  Controlling model complexity 	
Ru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
For a thorough investigation into this regularization function showing that it eectively
works more like a pruning technique than a regularization technique
 see Goutte
 

Goutte and Hansen
 
  Pruning techniques
As we saw previously
 we could limit the eect of a parameter or implicitly remove it
by setting its regularization parameter
 ie
 the inverse parameter variance
 to a very
large value We could instead explicitly remove a parameter using one of several pruning
techniques
These methods are often based on computing the importance of each parameter by
estimating the increase in an error measure that the removal of a parameter causes All
parameters are then ranked according to their importance denoted saliency and a per	
centage of the parameters with the lowest saliencies can be removed The model is then
re	estimated and the procedure is repeated until no parameters remain This results in a
family of models with decreasing complexity For each model
 an estimate of the general	
ization error may be computed and used for selecting the optimal model
We will consider two variations of the pruning technique called optimal brain damage
Cun et al
 
 that are both based on the following assumptions
 The regularized cost function is at a minimum
 The terms of third and higher order in a Taylor expansion of the error and regularized
cost function can be neglected
 The o	diagonal elements in the Hessian matrix can be neglected if more than one
parameter is removed
		 Training set based optimal brain damage
Let us assume that we have a model that has been optimized using the regularized cost
function
 Cu
 so that
Cu
u

E
D
u
u
&Ru   
where u is the minimum of the regularized cost function
A second order Taylor expansion of the unregularized error function
 E
D
u
 around
u may be written as
E
D
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D
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T
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D
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Inserting equation  in equation  yields
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If we neglect

the o	diagonal elements of the Hessian matrix
 utilize that R is a
diagonal matrix with elements 
k

q
D
and set u  u
T
        'u
k
        
 we can
determine the saliency for the removed parameter 'u
k


s
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k
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
k
q
D
&


H
kk

'u

k
 
where H
kk
is the k

th diagonal element of the Hessian matrix
		 Validation set based optimal brain damage
The saliency dened by equation  is computed by estimating the increase in training
error when the parameter is removed Since we are concerned with designing models with
a high generalization ability
 its a natural progression to modify this approach in order
to estimate the increase in generalization error and remove parameters exhibiting the
smallest generalization error increase instead An approach using an empirical estimate
of the generalization error is called vOBD Larsen et al
 
vOBD is based on an estimate of the generalization error in form of a single validation
set

V  fx

y

j	           q
V
g 
where q
V
is the number of patterns in the validation set The generalization error
estimate is
'
G
V
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
q
V
q
V
X
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
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
u  
As with the training error
 we do a second order Taylor expansion of the validation
error around the regularized cost function minimum u
'
G
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G
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Again neglecting

the o	diagonal elements in the validation set based Hessian and
setting uu
T
        'u
k
        
 we can estimate the change in validation error due
to the removal of parameter 'u
k
as
s
vOBD
k
 'u
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where H
v
is the validation set based Hessian matrix

If only one parameter is removed	 this assumption is not necessary
Section  De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		 Other pruning techniques
The vOBD method was based on estimating the change in an empirical generalization error
estimate when removing a parameter One could also consider using an algebraic estimate
of the generalization error like the one dened by equation  Such an approach called
OBD is described in Pedersen et al
  for regression problems
Recall that one of the assumptions in the OBD and vOBD derivation
 is that the o	
diagonal elements in the Hessian matrix can be neglected if more than one parameter is
removed
 ie
 the removal of a parameter does not aect the saliencies of the remaining
parameters This assumption often doesnt hold An extension of OBD called optimal
brain surgeon OBS does not make this assumption Hassibi et al
  OBS also esti	
mates how the remaining parameters should be changed when removing a parameter
 thus
reducing the need for re	estimating the model Experience shows that OBD and OBS lead
to similar performance
 though In Pedersen
 
 it is shown that OBD outperforms
OBS in some cases due to the second order Taylor expansion being too crude leading to
underestimation of the OBS saliencies
	 Dening an outlier model
We will now introduce the notion of an outlier as a pattern
 x
 with a low posterior
probability for the class dened by y This situation may arise if the class label
 y
 is
wrong due to
 eg
 a mistake in the data sampling process


We will dene the probability of an outlier
   % 
 as the probability of a class label

C
l

 erroneously changing to one of the other classes
 C
k

 where k  l
 and we will dene
  
n
C
  % 
n
C
  as the probability of a class label
 C
l

 changing specically
to C
k
 We will refer to  as the outlier probability and to  as the scaled outlier probability
Assuming that the process generating outliers is independent of input location and
class label
 we may view the outlier process as an extra input	output independent error
source as opposed to the errors occurring due to the overlap in class posterior probabilities
Denoting the posterior probability in the case of zero outlier probability P

C
l
jx
 we
can now redene the posterior probability by incorporating the outlier probability as
P C
l
jx  P

C
l
jx   &
n
C
X
k k l
P

C
k
jx  
The rst term is the probability that x isnt an outlier
 ie
 the posterior probability for
zero outlier probability times the probability that an outlier does not occur The second
term sum is the probability that x is an outlier and consists of the posterior probability
for zero outlier probability times the probability that C
k
has changed specically to C
l

Using
P
n
C
k k l
P

C
k
jx   P

C
l
jx
 we may rewrite equation  as
P C
l
jx  P

C
l
jx  n
C
 &  
where   P C
l
jx     and
P
n
C
l 
P C
l
jx  
 since   P

C
l
jx   and
P
n
C
l 
P

C
l
jx   The potential risk of outliers thus introduces a lower and upper bound
on the posterior probabilities

Note	 a low posterior probability for the class de
ned by y does not necessarily mean that the class
label is wrong It may just as well be a very unlikely pattern
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Note
 that the introduction of the outlier probability does not change the decision
boundaries for   
n
C

 since Bayes minimum	error decision rule in this case yields the
same results when using either P C
l
jx or P

C
l
jx
x  C
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For 
n
C
   
n
C
 
 the Bayes minimum	error decision boundaries still dont
change but the actual decision does

x 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l
 if for all l  m
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l
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m
jx 
m
P

C
l
jx  P

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m
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since   n
C
   This is very unlikely to occur in practical applications
 though
If
 eg
 we have a problem with n
C
  classes
 then 
n
C
   
n
C
  corresponds
to 
     That is
 the probability of a pattern being an outlier is at least   thus
indicating that the data set is severely corrupted and unsuitable for modeling
	 Outliermodied crossentropy error function
With the introduction of outliers
 we will now modify the cross	entropy error function
introduced in section  to incorporate the outlier probability
Recall
 that the cross	entropy error function is dened as
E
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log 'y
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
where 'y
l

'
P C
l
jx is an estimate of the posterior probability that x belongs to class
C
l
and u is the model providing posterior probability estimates As can be seen from
equation 
 an outlier a small posterior probability 'y
l
for y
l
  can give a very
large contribution to the cross	entropy error
 E
D
u
 due to the nature of the logarithmic
function
To remedy this
 let 'z
l

'
P

C
l
jx denote the estimate of the posterior probability in the
case of zero outlier probability
 and let us dene the modied crossentropy error function
by inserting equation  into equation 
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As can be seen
 there is a lower bound
 
 on the argument to the logarithmic function
This eectively downweights large error contributions from outliers to maximum of log 

thus providing a better estimate of the cross	entropy error for the non	outlier posterior
probability distributions We will in chapter  see how this helps designing accurate neural
networks classiers and generating robust empirical generalization error estimates
In gure 
 an example of the eect of incorporating the outlier probability into the
cross	entropy error function is shown
	  Detecting outliers
The outlier framework enables a method for detecting outliers Suppose we want to know
how probable it is that a pattern
 x
 with label C
l
is an outlier Let us rst dene a binary
variable
 O
 that indicates if a pattern is an outlier or not

O 

 if x is an outlier
 otherwise
  
We may now write the probability
 that a pattern
 x
 with label C
l
is an outlier
 as
P
outlier
 P O  jx C
l
 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
P O   C
l
jx
P C
l
jx
 
where we have used the probability rule
 P a bjc  P ajb cP bjc The nominator
in equation  is the posterior probability in the case of an outlier and is given by the
second term in equation  The denominator is the posterior probability given by
equation  We thus have
P
outlier

 P

C
l
jx
P

C
l
jx n
C
 & 
  
In a modeling context
 we only have estimates of P

C
l
jx and  and may use these
to estimate how probable it is that labeled data are outliers Note
 that we need a class
label for a pattern
 x
 in order to estimate the probability that the pattern is an outlier
For future patterns without a class label
 we have no way of determining if the pattern is
an outlier or not in this framework We do though take the outlier process into account
during modeling which results in models that are likely to generalize better
 ie
 perform
better on future patterns
The probability
 P
outlier

 may be used for inspecting the labeled data Patterns that
are very likely to be outliers may be relabeled or one may discover atypical patterns that
may contribute to a better understanding of the problem at hand
In gure 
 an example illustrating the eects dierent outlier percentages have on
P
outlier
is shown
In appendix F
 an example of using equation  for identifying outliers is shown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Figure  Articial two class problem showing the eect of outliers and the modied
cross	entropy error function Upper left The probability distributions
 p

xjC
 
P C
 

and p

xjC

P C


 for zero outlier probability are shown
 where p

xjC
 
 and p

xjC


are Gaussians with means  and  and variances  and 
 respectively
 and P C
 
 
P C

    Upper right Histogram of the cross	entropy error for the individual samples
 in each class using the true posterior distributions for zero outlier probability and
the true class labels The mean cross	entropy error is E
D
u    where u indicates
the true underlying model generating posterior probabilities in the case of zero outlier
probability Lower left Histogram of the individual cross	entropy errors when   
    of the class labels have been changed to the wrong class and again using the
true posterior distributions for zero outlier probability Note how the outliers introduce
very large errors aecting the mean cross	entropy error
 E
D
u   
 signicantly
Lower right Histogram of the individual cross	entropy errors when  of the class labels
have been changed to the wrong class but this time using the outlier	modied posterior
probabilities
 ie
 equation  resulting in a mean cross	entropy error of E
D
u   
Note
 how the maximum error of a sample now is  log     corresponding to the right
peak in the histogram thus eectively downweighting the error contribution from outliers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Figure  Articial two class problem showing the eect that various outlier percentages
have on the probability that a pattern
 x
 labeled C
l
is an outlier Upper left The
probability distributions
 p

xjC
 
P C
 
 and p

xjC

P C


 for zero outlier probability
are shown
 where p

xjC
 
 and p

xjC

 are Gaussians with means  and  and variances
 and 
 respectively
 and P C
 
  P C

    Upper right The probability that x is
an outlier for class C
 
and C

in the case of   outliers       Note
 there is
a rather wide region around the optimal class decision boundary where P
outlier
is close to
zero This is the region where errors are more likely to occur due to class overlap than due
to outliers This explains the low probability Lower left  outliers The region with
P
outlier
close to zero is now narrower due to the larger outlier percentage Lower right
 outliers Note
 that for a two	class problem
 it is easy to show that at the point where
P
outlier
is the same for the two classes
 P
outlier
will be equal to 

Chapter 
Neural classier modeling
In this chapter
 we will suggest algorithms for designing neural networks for supervised
classication based on the probabilistic framework described in chapter  In particular
 we
will focus on feed	forward multi	layer perceptrons with appropriate output normalization
in order to enable the classier outputs to be interpreted as posterior probabilities
	 Introduction
The traditional approach to classication is statistical and concerns the modeling of sta	
tionary class	conditional probability distributions by a set of basis functions
 eg
 Parzen
windows or Gaussian mixtures Duda and Hart
 
 Bishop
 
 Ripley
 
Neural networks have in the last decade been employed extensively for classication
applications The two most common neural network architectures for supervised classi	
cation are the multi	layer perceptron and the radial basis function network with two layers
of weights These may be represented by the network diagram in gure  The radial
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x
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Figure  Two	layer neural network structure By choosing appropriate basis or ac	
tivation functions for the hidden units
 h
j
x
 and output units
 
i
x
 the radial basis
function network or the multi	layer perceptron may be dened The shaded units are
threshold units
 W
I
is a matrix of weights connecting input units with hidden units and
W
H
and W
H
is a matrix of weights connecting hidden units with output units

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basis function network is typically dened by hidden unit basis functions measuring some
distance between the input vector and a prototype vector and by linear output functions
whereas the multi	layer perceptron typically is dened by sigmoidal hidden unit basis
functions and by linear or non	linear output functions We will consider the multi	layer
perceptron architecture in greater detail in the next section
Both classes of neural networks possess the important universal approximation capa	
bility
 ie
 they may approximate any given function
 
with arbitrary precision as long
as the number of hidden units are large enough Park and Sandberg
 
Ripley
 
Since neural networks learn by example
 they are particular eective in situations where
no suitable traditional statistic model may be identied
 ie
 knowledge about the true
data	generating system is poor
Radial basis function networks will not be discussed any further For a more thorough
introduction
 see
 eg
 Bishop
 
	 Multi
layer perceptron architecture
We will now focus on two	layer perceptrons and dene a particular model architecture
that is used throughout the rest of this thesis
The hidden unit activation function used is the hyperbolic tangent function Thus
 the
output of the hidden units for a pattern
 x


 may be written as
h
j
x

  tanh
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where w
I
jk
is the weight connecting input k and hidden unit j
 w
I
j
is the threshold for
hidden unit j
 n
I
is the number of inputs and n
H
is the number of hidden units
The hidden unit outputs are weighted and summed
 yielding the following unbounded
network outputs
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w
H
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h
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
 & w
H
i
 i           n
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
where w
H
ij
is the weight connecting hidden unit j and the unbounded output unit i

w
H
i
is the threshold for the unbounded output unit i and n
O
is the number of unbounded
output units
In order to employ the probabilistic framework derived in chapter 
 the neural classi	
er outputs must be normalized so that the classier may be used for estimating posterior
probabilities We will now consider two slightly dierent normalization schemes and dis	
cuss their properties
	  Softmax normalization
The standard way of ensuring that network outputs may be interpreted as probabilities is
by using the normalized exponential transformation know as softmax Bridle
 


If the network output function imposes bounds on the the output values	 the networks can of course
only approximate equally bounded functions
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Figure  The standard two	layer softmax network This has an inherent output redun	
dancy yielding the unregularized Hessian singular for a well	trained network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where 'z

i
is short for the estimated posterior probability that the pattern
 x


 belongs
to class C
i
 We thus have the following properties
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As can be seen
 the softmax normalization introduces a redundancy in the output
representation due to the property that the posterior probability estimates for a pattern
sum to one
An eect of this is that the unregularized Hessian matrix for a well	trained network
will be singular due to the output redundancy resulting in a dependency between the
weights going to one output unit and the weights going to the other output units This
eectively reduces the rank of the unregularized Hessian matrix by the number of hidden
units plus one threshold unit Any computations involving the inverse Hessian matrix
will be aected by this The problem is reduced by employing regularization since this
usually reestablishes the full rank of the regularized Hessian
The standard softmax network is shown in gure 
	   Modied softmax normalization
In order to remove the output redundancy introduced by the standard softmax normal	
ization
 we may remove one of the unbounded outputs This yields the following modied
softmax normalization
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Figure  The modied two	layer softmax network This does not have the inherent
output redundancy
where n
C
is the number of classes
Another way of obtaining this modication is by removing all input connections to
the unbounded output 
n
C
 and setting 
n
C
 to zero for all input patterns Using
the standard softmax normalization 
 we now eectively obtain the modied softmax
normalization This is illustrated in gure 
The modied softmax normalization has several benets compared to the standard
softmax normalization With a certain number of hidden units
 the modied softmax
normalization reduces the network complexity
 ie
 the number of weight parameters is
reduced by the number of hidden units plus one This improves the number of training
patterns per weight relationship The dependency between weights is removed
 thus im	
proving the performance of algorithms based on the computation of the inverse Hessian

eg
 the Newton scheme of updating weights that will be discussed in section  An	
other example where the modied softmax normalization may be benecial is in MacKays
Bayesian framework for classication MacKay
 a
 MacKay
 b This framework
approximates the posterior probability distribution of the weights by a Gaussian distri	
bution centered on the MAP solution of the weights and with the inverse Hessian as
covariance matrix The posterior class probabilities are then found by using the entire
posterior weight distribution Any inaccuracies in the Hessian may in this framework
aect the results considerably
The modied softmax scheme is recommended for output normalization
	 Estimating model parameters
With the neural classier architecture in place
 we now need to address the task of esti	
mating the model parameters We will pursue the MAP approach with some weight prior
and with incorporated outlier model As we recall from chapter 
 this yields the following
cost function
Cu  E
D
u &Ru 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where u is a column vector containing all n
u
network weights and thresholds
 E
D
u
the outlier	modied cross	entropy error function  and Ru a regularization function
proportional to the log weight prior
Given a training set
 D
 and a validation set
 V
 we will now suggest methods for
estimating the model parameters
 ie
 the weights and thresholds
 the regularization pa	
rameters and the outlier probability
	 Weight parameters
We will rst address the problem of nding the MAP solution for the network weights and
thresholds using a training set
 D
 of size q
D
 The optimization methods will be based on
gradient and curvature information
Common for these approaches is an iterative weight updating scheme that may be
formulated as
u
t 
 u
t
&(u
t
 
where t indicates the iteration timestep and (u
t
the weight parameter change
In the following sections
 we will need the rst and second derivatives of the outlier	
modied cross	entropy error function wrt the weights Note
 if the modied softmax
normalization is used then 
n
C
x

   in the following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where the derivative of the non outlier	modied posterior probability wrt the weights
is given by
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Note
 that we have expressed the derivatives as a function of the derivatives for a
standard neural network with linear outputs 
i

x


u
j
and 


i

x


u
j
u
k

It is often desirable for computational reasons to use the Gauss	Newton approximation
of the Hessian instead
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An important property of this approximation is that the Hessian is guaranteed to
be positive semi	denite
 thus ensuring that a Newton step is a descent direction The
Newton algorithm will be described in section 
The detailed derivations of equation 	 may be found in appendix A
 Gradient descent optimization
One of the simplest optimization algorithms is gradient descent also known as steepest
descent It is based on iteratively updating the weight vector so that we move in the
direction of the largest rate of decrease of the cost function
 ie
 in the direction of the
negative gradient of the cost function evaluated at timestep t This may be written as
(u
t
 
Cu
t

u

 
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Ru
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If we insert equation  into a rst order Taylor expansion of the cost function
around the weight vector u
t
at timestep t
 we obtain

Cu
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  Cu
t
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u
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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where  is called a learning rate that ensures that the cost error decreases for each
iteration when  is su)ciently small in order not to seriously invalidate the rst order
approximation
It is clear that a too small learning rate will result in slow convergence while a too
large learning rate will yield the rst order approximation inadequate which may result in
an error increase A simple approach for iteratively adapting the learning rate is described
in the following rst order optimization scheme with xed regularization parameters and
outlier probability


 Initialize weights
 eg
 uniformly over  %  
 Compute Cu
t

 initialize

the learning rate
  and compute the weight parameter
change
 (u
t
 Cu
t

u
t


We will later in section  see how we may estimate these

Through initial experiments	 a suitable value may be found
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 Update the weights
 u
t 
 u
t
&(u
t

 and compute Cu
t 

 If Cu
t 
  Cu
t

 then set   
 and goto step 
 If the convergence criteria
	
is not met
 then set t  t&  and goto step 
This simple gradient descent scheme is not very e)cient but it may be employed when
more sophisticated optimization schemes are not applicable This could
 eg
 be the case
in the startup phase for optimization algorithms based on a second order Taylor expansion
where the quadratic approximation initially may be poor That is
 the gradient descent
algorithm may be applied as initialization for more advanced optimization schemes
 Newton optimization
There are several optimization algorithms based on a second order Taylor expansion of
the cost function We will focus on the Newton optimization method Hertz et al
 
Let us consider a second order Taylor expansion of Cu at timestep t around the
weight vector u
t
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If the quadratic approximation is exact
 we may nd the weight vector u
t 
that
minimizes the cost function by setting the derivative of equation  equal to zero
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If the quadratic approximation is poor
 the full weight update step may not result in
a cost error decrease As with the rst order approximation
 we therefore introduce a
stepsize parameter
 
 that can be used for ensuring a cost error decrease
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The Newton algorithm may be formulated as the following iterative scheme for xed
regularization parameters and outlier probability
	
This could	 eg	 be when the norm of the gradient is below some small value
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 Initialize weights
 use
 eg
 the gradient descent scheme in section 
 Compute Cu
t
 and initialize the step size
 
 to 
 Update the weights according to eq  and compute Cu
t 

 If Cu
t 
  Cu
t

 then set   
 and goto step 
 If the convergence criteria


is not met
 then set t  t&  and goto step 
The Newton algorithm converges in very few iterations but may be computational
expensive due to the need for computing and inverting the regularized Hessian
	  Regularization parameters and outlier probability
We have now discussed methods for estimating the weights and thresholds of the model
The next step is to dene methods for estimating the remaining model parameters
 ie

the regularization parameters and the outlier probability We will employ an independent
validation set
 V
 of size q
V
for this purpose That is
 we want to minimize the validation
error wrt the remaining model parameters As noted in section 
 an independent
data set may be used as an estimate of the true generalization error
 Gu

'
G
V
u 

q
V
q
V
X
 
ex

y

u 
where ex

y

u is the outlier	modied cross	entropy error for a single pattern Thus

this approach aims at minimizing an estimate of the generalization error
Let  
T
 
T
 be a column vector containing all regularization parameters
 
 and
the scaled outlier probability
  We will only consider the case where the regularization
function is linear in the regularization parameters

Ru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T
ru 
n

X
i 

i
r
i
u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where n

is the number of regularization parameters and r
i
u some function of the
weights and thresholds
 eg
 
q
D
u

i

 which is the standard weight decay regularizer
described in section 
We suggest using the conjugate gradient optimization scheme that will be described in
the next section This requires the gradient of the validation error wrt the regulariza	
tion parameters and the scaled outlier probability
 
'
G
V
u
  Note
 that the network
weights
 u
 are implicitly dependent on the regularization parameters and the scaled out	
lier probability To be notational correct
 we should thus use u  to represent the weights
but for convenience this notation is not adopted
In vector notation
 the gradient wrt the regularization parameters is see appendix
B for details


This could	 eg	 be when the norm of the gradient is below some small value
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Figure  Reparameterization functions for the regularization parameters left and the
scaled outlier probability right These functions ensure that the parameters during
minimization of the validation error are conned to valid regions in parameter space
 ie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where 
'
G
V
u
u is the gradient dened in equation  but evaluated on the vali	
dation set
The gradient wrt the scaled outlier probability is given by see appendix B for
details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where 'z

i

u is given by equation 
In order to ensure that the regularization parameters are non	negative and thus can
be interpreted as inverse weight prior variances
 we perform a reparameterization
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Recall from section  that     
n
C
  To ensure that this holds
 we do a
reparameterization of 

 
 & tanh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Optimization may now be done wrt the new parameters
  and 
 collected in the
column vector 
T
 
T
 instead The gradient wrt the new parameters is given by
the simple expression
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where we have already computed 
'
G
V
u

i
and where 
i


i
are simple derivatives
of the reparameterization equations
We now have gradient expressions and by using the reparameterization we have ensured
that the regularization parameters and the scaled outlier probability are conned to valid
regions in parameter space during optimization Next
 we will consider using the conjugate
gradient algorithm for optimizing these parameters
 Conjugate gradient optimization
The conjugate gradient optimization algorithm increases the optimization e)ciency com	
pared to the gradient descent method by ensuring that successive search directions
 h
t 
and h
t

 are conjugate That is
 using a second order Taylor approximation of the error
function
 the following should hold

h
t 

T
H
t 
h
t
  
where H
t 
is the Hessian of the error function at timestep t& 
Once a search direction is found
 the parameters may be updated by the following
iterative scheme


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 
t
& 
min
h
t
 
where 
min
is found by doing a line search that minimizes
'
G
V
u
t
 along the direction
of h
t

Let us denote the gradient of the validation error wrt the regularization parameters
and the scaled outlier probability by
g
t


'
G
V
u
t


 
where we recall that u
t
is an implicit function of 
We may now write the update equation for the search direction


 h
t

 as the sum of
the negative gradient direction and a fraction of the previous search direction
h
t
 g
t
& 
t 
h
t 
 
where 
t 
is given by the PolakRibiere form Bishop
 


For the 
rst iteration	 the search direction is set to the negative gradient direction
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There are other forms for 
t 
that are identical if the error is exactly quadratic The
Polak	Ribiere form is generally preferred since
 if the algorithm is making little progress

so that successive gradient directions are similar
 then 
i
will be very small
 thus resetting
the search direction to the negative gradient direction
One of the properties of the conjugate gradient algorithm is that it guarantees to
the nd the exact minimum of a n
	
	dimensional quadratic error function in at most n
	
iterations We rarely have a quadratic error function but nevertheless normally experience
a signicant speed increasement compared to the gradient descent scheme due to the error
function being approximatively quadratic locally Another property is that the algorithm
does not require the computation of the Hessian that in some cases may be computational
prohibitive
The conjugate gradient algorithm for optimizing the regularization parameters and
scaled outlier probability may be formulated as the following scheme where we employ a
simple approximative line search method
 Initialize 
t

 eg
 set regularization parameters and the scaled outlier probability
close to zero
 Train the network with xed 
t
using
 eg
 the Newton algorithm in order to nd
the optimal weights
 u
t

 Compute
'
G
V

t

 g
t
and h
t
using eq 	 Initialize line search param	
eter
 
min

 to 
 Update parameters
 
t 
 
t
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t
 Find optimal weights
 u
t 

 and
compute
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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 then repeat
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 do step 

until
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'
G
V

t
 Restore previous u
t 
and 
t 

 and goto step 
 Repeat
 
min
 
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

 do step 

until
'
G
V

t 
 
'
G
V

t
 Goto step 
 If the convergence criteria

is not met
 then tt& Goto step 
Note
 the search direction
 h
t

 tends to deteriorate as the algorithm progresses Thus

it is benecial to reset the search direction to the negative gradient direction every
 eg

n
	
iterations
 where n
	
is the dimension of the  vector

This could	 eg	 be when the norm of the gradient	 g
t
	 is below some small value
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	 Design algorithm overview
Based on the optimization algorithms described in this chapter and the probabilistic frame	
work described in chapter 
 we will suggest two dierent schemes for designing neural
network classiers with appropriate model complexity
	 Algorithm 
 Adaptive optimization of regularization parameters
and outlier probability
This algorithm deals with adaptive estimation of the regularization parameters in order
to achieve an appropriate model complexity and with adaptive estimation of the outlier
probability in order to reduce the inuence of possible outliers As described in section

 this requires a validation set Thus
 a rather large amount of data should be available
for this algorithm to be successful
A owchart of the algorithm is shown in gure  and is also described in section
 We will briey comment on some of the components of the algorithm
Model initialization The available data should be split into a training
 validation and test
set The split ratios are often chosen so that the training and validation set have the
same size and the test set has the same size as the combined training and validation
set See
 eg
 Goutte and Larsen
  for an empirical assessment of the eects of
dierent split rations The regularization parameters should be initialized to small
values
 yet large enough to avoid numerical instabilities when doing the rst Newton
optimization step see section  for details
Model complexity optimization The suggested line search method used for the conjugate
gradient optimization of the regularization parameters and the outlier probability
is only an approximate line search method In brief
 the approximate line search
method takes as large a step as possible in the conjugate gradient direction by
doubling or bisecting the line search parameter Thus
 we do not do a thorough
search for computational reasons Recall
 that for each update of the regularization
parameters and the outlier probability
 we need to do a full Newton optimization of
the weights
Model retraining After the determination of the regularization parameters and the outlier
probability
 it may be benecial to retrain the weights on the combined training and
validation set with the regularization parameters and the outlier probability xed to
their determined optimal values
After designing a classier using this algorithm
 Bayes minimum	risk decision rule and
rejection thresholds may be applied as described in section  and  It is also
possible to inspect the training and validation set for outliers as described in section 
The algorithm will be used for an articial generated classication problem in section
 in order to investigate the eects of incorporating the outlier model
In the paper in appendix E
 an example of using the algorithm extended with validation
set based optimal brain damage pruning but without the outlier model is shown
	  Algorithm  
 Adaptive optimization of network architecture
This algorithm deals with adaptive estimation of the network architecture by using the
optimal brain damage pruning technique described in section  The regularization
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parameters and outlier probability are xed throughout the pruning scheme The algebraic
test error estimate described in section  is used for selection of the optimal network
architecture This algorithm is appropriate when the amount of data is limited
 ie
 when
holding out data for a validation set for model selection or estimation of regularization
parameters and outlier probability can not be justied
A owchart of the algorithm is shown in gure  We will briey comment on some
of the components of the algorithm
Model initialization The available data should be split into a training and a test set The
split ratio is often chosen so that the training and test set have the same size The
regularization parameters and outlier probability should be xed throughout the
algorithm These parameters may be found
 eg
 by sampling the algebraic test
error estimate as a function of these parameters and choose those that minimize the
algebraic test error estimate An example of this is shown in the paper in appendix
G
Model complexity optimization The optimal brain damage saliencies are computed from
the training set After the removal of a weight
 only a few Newton iterations are
necessary in order to nd a new minimum
Optimal model selection The model with the lowest algebraic test error estimate is se	
lected Recall
 that the algebraic test error estimate is an asymptotic estimate
Thus
 for small training sets
 the validity of the estimate may be questionable
After designing a classier using this algorithm
 Bayes minimum	risk decision rule and
rejection thresholds may be applied
The algorithm will be used for the malignant melanoma problem in section 
In the papers in appendix C and D
 examples of using the algorithm are shown

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Figure  Scheme for designing neural classiers with adaptive estimation of regulariza	
tion parameters and outlier probability This algorithm requires a large data set
Section  Design algorithm overview 
Model
initialization
Split data into training
and test set
Set ξ to fixed value.
Find optimal weights u
using Newton optimization
Model complexity
optimization
Compute OBD saliencies
Remove weight with
lowest saliency
Any weights left?
Find optimal weights u
using Newton optimization
Compute algebraic test
error estimate
Yes
Optimal model
selection
No
Select model with the lowest 
algebraic test error estimate
Figure  Scheme for designing neural classiers using optimal brain damage pruning
This algorithm is useful when dealing with a limited amount of data where holding out
data for a validation set is not feasible
	
Chapter 
Experiments
In this chapter
 we will present experiments based on the design algorithms described in
section  In particular
 we will illustrate the benets of the outlier model introduced
in section  using an articial problem and
 nally
 present results for neural classiers
designed for solving the malignant melanoma problem
 Application to articial Gaussian problem
To illustrate the design algorithm described in section  using adaptive estimation of
the regularization parameters and the outlier probability
 the algorithm has been applied
to an articial generated classication problem We will in particular focus on the eects
of incorporating the outlier probability in the model framework
 Dataset description
The articial Gaussian problem has  classes in a 	D input space with equal prior class
probabilities
 P C
l
  
 The class	conditional probability distributions are given by
pxjC
l
 
N 
l
 I &N  
l
 I

 l      
where N 
l
 I is a 	D Gaussian distribution with mean vector  and identity covari	
ance matrix I The mean vectors are given by

l
  cos l  
 sin l  

T
 l       
Note
 that the class	conditional probability distributions have a signicant overlap
which is also reected by the minimal Bayes probability of misclassication being 
 patterns were generated and split into a training set of size q
D
  and a
validation set of size q
V
  respecting the equal class prior property In addition
 a test
set consisting of q
T
  patterns were generated In all  sets
 outliers were introduced
with probability    
 ie
  of all patterns had their class label changed randomly
In gure 
 the class	conditional probability distributions are shown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Figure  The articial Gaussian problem This is a  class problem where each class
is a mixture of two Gaussians The plot shows contours of constant class	conditional
probability in the 	D input space as well as the optimal Bayes decision boundaries
  Experimental setup
The used network architecture consists of  inputs
  hidden units and  output units
 
with  regularization parameters for the following  weights groups input to hidden unit
weights
 input bias to hidden unit connections
 hidden to output unit weights and hidden
bias to output unit connections
The network weights are initialized uniformly over  %  
 the regularization pa	
rameters set to zero and the outlier probability
 
 set to    gradient descent iterations
for updating the weights are performed followed by a re	initialization of the regularization
parameters to 
max


	

 where 
max
is the maximum eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix for
the cost function This prevents initial numerical stability problems when inverting the
Hessian The Newton algorithm

is then used for nding a minimum of the cost function
wrt the weight parameters Matrix inversion is done using the Moore	Penrose pseudo
inverse see eg Seber and Wild
  ensuring that the eigenvalue spread

is less than



Next the regularization parameters and the outlier probability are adaptively esti	

Note	 we have  classes but only  output units with weight connections due to the modi
ed softmax
normalization

Training is stopped when the norm of the gradient of the training error wrt the weights is below

 

or the maximum number of allowed iterations is reached

Eigenvalue spread should not be larger than the square root of the machine precision
Dennis and Schnabel	 
Section  Application to articial Gaussian problem 	
Crossentropy Initial neural Optimal neural Optimal neural
error classi
er classi
er
y
classi
er
z
Training         
Validation         
Test         
Test after retraining         
y Evaluated using the standard crossentropy error
z Evaluated using the outliermodi
ed crossentropy error
Table  Cross	entropy error for the articial Gaussian problem with the true outlier
probability being     The averages and standard deviations over  runs are re	
ported Initial and optimal neural classiers refers to using initial and optimized values of
 and 
 respectively The outlier probability was estimated to '      
mated
	
as shown in the model complexity optimization part of gure  Finally
 the
weights are retrained on the combined training and validation set using the optimized
regularization parameters and outlier probability
 Results
A total of  classiers are designed as described in the previous section In table  the
mean and standard variation of the cross	entropy error for the  classiers are listed The
rst column shows the performance before the regularization parameters and the outlier
parameters are adapted
 ie
 the classiers are trained with the regularization parameters
set to initial values that ensures numerical stability and the outlier probability set to zero
The results show the problems with overtting and with the large contribution to the
validation and test error from the outliers Note
 that retraining on the combined train	
ingvalidation set reduces the test error signicantly This indicates that the overtting
problem is reduced due to the larger training set The second column in table  shows
the results from the optimal classiers evaluated using the standard cross	entropy error
function That is
 the classiers are designed using adaptive regularization and outlier
probability estimation by using the outlier	modied cross	entropy error function The 	
nal results
 though
 are reported using the standard cross	entropy error function in order
to appreciate the eects the outlier probability model has on the empirical generalization
error estimates The third column shows the results of the exact same optimal classiers
but here the results are reported using the outlier	modied cross	entropy error function
Comparing the two last columns
 we see that the contribution of the outliers to the valida	
tion and test error are suppressed by using the outlier	modied cross	entropy error function
yielding more robust empirical generalization error estimates Note
 that retraining on the
combined trainingvalidation set does not yield a signicant improvement indicating that
overtting is not a problem
 ie
 the estimated regularization parameters have eliminated
overtting
Table  shows the corresponding classication errors Recall
 that using the posterior
probabilities from a classier directly or using the outlier	modied posterior probabilities
do not change the decision boundaries and the classication results see section  Thus
	
Adaptation is stopped when the gradient of the validation error wrt the regularization parameters
and the outlier probability is below 
 
or the maximum number of allowed iterations is reached
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Probability of Initial neural Optimal neural Optimal Bayes
misclassi
cation classi
er classi
er decisions
Training       
Validation       
Test       
Test after retraining       
Table  Probability of misclassication for the articial Gaussian problem with the true
outlier probability being     The averages and standard deviations over  runs are
reported Initial and optimal neural classiers refers to using initial and optimized values of
 and  The optimal Bayes decision results are found by using the true optimal decision
boundaries when there are no outliers For an innite data set without outliers
 the
minimal Bayes error is  The outlier probability was estimated to '     
the classication results for the two last columns in table  are the same and are shown
in the second column in table  The third column indicates the classication results
if the true Bayes decision boundaries are used The minimal Bayes classication error
for an innite data set without outliers is   Note
 that when using the true Bayes
decision boundaries
 the classication error for the training set is signicantly smaller
than the classication error on the validation and test set as well as the minimal Bayes
classication error This is probably an eect of the rather small training set
In gure 
 the development of the classier design is shown for an optimal neural
classier before retraining on the combined trainingvalidation set For this data set
 
to  iterations are typically needed for the algorithm to converge Note
 the large dier	
ence between the training error and validationtest error This is not due to signicant
overtting but rather due to the small training set not representing the true data distri	
bution very well In fact
 if we look at the classication results using the true decision
boundaries in table 
 we actually expect this discrepancy
Figure  shows an example of the posterior probabilities for a classier designed
using adaptive regularization and retrained on the combined trainingvalidation set but
with the outlier probability xed to zero
 ie
 the outlier model is not used for this ex	
ample Comparing the decision boundaries qualitatively with the optimal Bayes decision
boundaries in gure 
 it seems that the outliers have had a signicant adverse eect on
the location of the decision boundaries Figure 
 on the other hand
 shows the posterior
probabilities for a classier designed using the outlier model Here we see
 that the decision
boundaries seem to correspond better with the optimal Bayes decision boundaries Thus

the outlier model has suppressed the outliers during modeling resulting in a classier that
better describes the true non outlier	infected data set Note
 that the smallest and largest
possible posterior probability is '
n
C
     and  '   
 respectively
 due to
the lower and upper bound imposed by the outlier model see section 
 Application to the malignant melanoma problem
Due to the limited amount of available data for the malignant melanoma problem
 we
can not justify holding out data for a validation set in order to adaptively estimate the
regularization parameters and outlier probability
Instead
 we employ the design algorithm described in section  using xed values
Section  Application to the malignant melanoma problem 	
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Figure  Results of a run of the design algorithm for the articial Gaussian problem
An iteration consists of weight parameter optimization wrt the training set and regu	
larization and outlier probability parameter optimization wrt the validation set Upper
left The development of the outlier	modied cross	entropy error Upper right The devel	
opment of the weight decay parameters Lower left The development of the classication
error Lower right The development of the estimated outlier probability
of the regularization parameters and outlier probability combined with network pruning
Of particular interest is the pruning of dermatoscopic input features
  Dataset description
As mentioned in section 
 we have a total of  dermatoscopic images distributed in
 skin lesion categories as Benign nevi  
 atypical nevi   and malignant melanoma
 For each image
  features have been extracted In summary
 these are  asymmetry
measures
  edge abruptness measures and  color measures see chapter  for details
One approach for attempting to overcome the limited data problem
 would be to
employ bootstrapping methods for increasing the training set size
 see eg Young
 

Efron and Tibshirani
 
 Efron and Tibshirani
 
We will use the empirical leave	one	out test error estimator described in section 
for evaluating the designed classiers This gives us  training sets each with  patterns
and  test sets with  pattern Thus
 in order to design a complete classier for solving
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Figure  Example of plots of the posterior probabilities for a classier retrained on
the combined Gaussian outlier	infected trainingvalidation set without using the outlier
probability framework
 ie
 the outlier probability
 
 is xed to zero during modeling
Upper left The distribution of the maximum of the posterior probability for the  classes
The dark lines corresponds to decision boundaries Upper right The posterior probability
distribution for class C
 
 Lower left The posterior probability distribution for class C


Lower right The posterior probability distribution for class C


the malignant melanoma problem
 we need to design  classiers for the  training sets
   Experimental setup
The used network architecture consists of  inputs
  hidden units and  output units with
 regularization parameters
 
w
I
and 
w
H

 for the weightsbiases in the input layer and
the weightsbiases in the output layer
 respectively
The network weights are initialized uniformly over  %   and the regularization
parameters are set to 
w
I
   and 
w
H
   These are chosen in order to prevent
signicant overtting of the training data A more systematic approach for determining
the regularization parameters without the use of a validation set is to sample the algebraic
test error estimate as a function of the regularization parameters and use the regularization
parameters that minimize the algebraic test error estimate Examples of this are shown
in the paper in appendix G The outlier probability  is set to zero Thus
 we do not
use the outlier model for this application since we do not have enough data for estimating
Section  Application to the malignant melanoma problem 		
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Figure  Example of plots of the posterior probabilities for a classier retrained on the
combined Gaussian outlier	infected trainingvalidation set when using the outlier proba	
bility framework The outlier probability was in this case estimated to '    Upper
left The distribution of the maximum of the posterior probability for the  classes The
dark lines corresponds to decision boundaries Upper right The posterior probability
distribution for class C
 
 Lower left The posterior probability distribution for class C


Lower right The posterior probability distribution for class C


the outlier probability  gradient descent iterations are performed prior to using the
Newton algorithm


for locating a cost function minimum Matrix inversion is done using
the Moore	Penrose pseudo inverse see eg Seber and Wild
  ensuring that the
eigenvalue spread

is less than 

 This is not a problem for this application due to the
rather large regularization parameters
Next
 the network is pruned as shown in the model complexity optimization part of
gure  and the optimal pruned model is selected as the model with the lowest algebraic
test error estimate Recall
 that this is an asymptotic estimate Thus
 its use may be
questionable in an application with only  training patterns During pruning
 the training
patterns per weight relationship improves
 thus hopefully improving the validity of the


Training is stopped when the norm of the gradient of the training error wrt the weights is below

 

or the maximum number of allowed iterations is reached

Eigenvalue spread should not be larger than the square root of the machine precision
Dennis and Schnabel	 
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Crossentropy Nonpruned neural Pruned neural
error classi
er classi
er
Training      
Test      
Table  Cross	entropy error for the malignant melanoma problem The averages and
standard deviations over  runs are reported One run is a full leave	one	out scheme
using  training sets
Probability of Nonpruned neural Pruned neural
misclassi
cation classi
er classi
er
Training      
Test      
Table  Probability of misclassication for the malignant melanoma problem The
averages and standard deviations over  runs are reported
estimator
Since we employ the leave	one	out empirical test error estimator for model evaluation

the full classier consists of  pruned networks
  Results
A total of  classiers each consisting of  pruned networks as described in the previous
section are designed All results reported are the averages and standard deviations for the
 classiers
 Classi
er results
Table  lists the cross	entropy error rates for the training and test set before and after
pruning As expected
 the training error increases as a result of pruning due to the reduced
network complexity while the test error decreases only slightly Recall
 that we do not use
the outlier model
 thus improvement in generalization ability may be disguised by a few
patterns dominating the cross	entropy error as illustrated by the example in gure 
The corresponding classication

results are shown in table  Here we see a more
noticeable decrease of the test error from    to    after pruning Note

that there is still some discrepancy between the training error and test error suggesting
that we are still overtting the training set somewhat
While the cross	entropy error and the classication error yield some insight into the
performance of a classier
 it is of great interest to see how the classication errors are
distributed in the  classes This information is contained in the confusion matrices for
the training and test set
In table  and 
 the confusion matrices for the training set before and after pruning
are shown We see that the performance for the atypical nevi class is rather poor before

Following Bayes minimumerror decision rule as described in section 	 the network output with
the highest probability determines the class One could also adopt Bayes minimumrisk decision rule as
described in section 
Section  Application to the malignant melanoma problem 	
Confusion matrix Nonpruned neural classi
er
for training set Benign nevi Atypical nevi Melanoma
Benign nevi
y
        
Atypical nevi
y
        
Melanoma
y
        
y indicates the estimated output classes
Table  Confusion matrix for the training set using non	pruned networks The averages
and standard deviations over  runs are reported
Confusion matrix Pruned neural classi
er
for training set Benign nevi Atypical nevi Melanoma
Benign nevi
y
        
Atypical nevi
y
        
Melanoma
y
        
y indicates the estimated output classes
Table  Confusion matrix for the training set using pruned networks The averages and
standard deviations over  runs are reported
pruning and even worse after pruning This indicates that the exibility of the classier
is rather low
 thus reducing the risk of overtting This is mainly due to the rather large
regularization parameters With smaller regularization parameters
 we can easily obtain
a zero classication error rate for the training set resulting in signicant overtting of
the training set The reason
 that the atypical nevi class suers
 is the lower class prior

compared to the benign nevi and melanoma class Thus
 the error contribution from the
atypical nevi class is relatively small making it fairly inexpensive to ignore this class during
training A method for minimizing the risk of completely ignoring a class is to weight each
error contribution from a pattern in the cross	entropy error function with the inverse class
prior This corresponds to creating equal class priors In order to take the real imbalanced
priors into account
 the network outputs should be reweighted with the real imbalanced
class priors divided by the balanced class priors see
 eg
 Bishop
  This approach
has not been employed in this study It is interesting to note that the majority of the
atypical nevi before and after pruning are assigned to the benign nevi class when recalling
that the atypical nevi are in fact healthy
Table  and  show the confusion matrices for the test set before and after pruning
Again
 we note that the atypical nevi class seems to be ignored In fact
 for the pruned
classiers none of the atypical nevi in the test set are classied correctly     
are actually classied as benign This suggests that the information in the extracted
dermatoscopic features is not adequate for distinguishing the benign nevi from the atypical
nevi but is more appropriate for separating healthy lesions
 ie benign nevi and atypical
nevi
 from cancerous lesions Acknowledging this
 we might be able to obtain a higher
detection of the melanoma lesions by considering only these two categories of lesions when
designing the classiers This has not been attempted
 though If we compare the test
set results before and after pruning
 we note that pruning has improved the detection

Recall	 only  of  lesions in the training set are atypical
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Confusion matrix Nonpruned neural classi
er
for test set Benign nevi Atypical nevi Melanoma
Benign nevi
y
        
Atypical nevi
y
        
Melanoma
y
        
y indicates the estimated output classes
Table  Confusion matrix for the test set using non	pruned networks The averages
and standard deviations over  runs are reported
Confusion matrix Pruned neural classi
er
for test set Benign nevi Atypical nevi Melanoma
Benign nevi
y
        
Atypical nevi
y
        
Melanoma
y
        
y indicates the estimated output classes
Table  Confusion matrix for the test set using pruned networks The averages and
standard deviations over  runs are reported
of the benign nevi and the melanoma lesions signicantly In fact
 a detection rate of
     for the melanoma lesions are comparable with the detection rates of very
experienced dermatologists Koh et al
 
In gure 
 the results of a typical run of the design algorithm is shown For the
non	pruned networks
 the cross	entropy test error and classication test error exhibit only
very little overtting Notice
 how the Newton optimization sets in after  iterations
If smaller regularization parameters were used
 the eects would have been a lot more
dramatic The pruning plots show that the decrease of the cross	entropy test error and
classication test error occurs at the end of the pruning session
 ie
 when only  to 
weights remain Note
 that the minimum of the algebraic test error estimate coincides
fairly well with the region where the test error is lowest
For comparison a standard knearestneighbor

k	NN classication was performed
The training error may be computed from the training set by including each training
pattern in the majority vote The leaveoneout test error is computed by excluding each
training pattern from the vote Figure  shows the classication error on the training and
test set as a function of k We see that for a wide range of k	values
 the k	NN classier has
similar classication error rates on the test set compared with the non	pruned and pruned
neural classiers suggesting that the k	NN classier and the neural classiers perform
similarly If we inspect the confusion matrix for the test set for a 	NN classier shown
in table 
 we see that they classify quite dierently despite having approximately the
same overall classication error rate The 	NN classier performs much better for the
benign nevi class at the expense of the melanoma class This is very unfortunate since the
cancerous lesions are our major concern From a medical point of view
 it is signicantly
more expensive classifying a cancerous lesion as healthy as is the opposite case Again


Within a kNN	 a pattern is classi
ed according to a majority vote among its k nearest neighbors using
the Euclidean metric	 see	 eg	 Duda and Hart	 
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Figure  Results of a run of the design algorithm for the malignant melanoma problem
Each run consists of  networks Upper left The development of the cross	entropy
error during training of the non	pruned networks Gradient descent is used for the rst
 iterations
 thereafter Newton optimization is used Upper right The development
of the classication error during training of the non	pruned networks Lower left The
development of the cross	entropy error during pruning The vertical line indicates the
mean location of the minimum of the estimated test error Lower right The development
of the classication error during pruning
we note that a large majority of the atypical nevi are classied as benign nevi supporting
our earlier statement concerning the discriminating power of the extracted dermatoscopic
features
 Dermatoscopic feature importance
One of the most interesting eects of pruning is that it may provide information about the
importance of the input variables This is of particular interest for this application where
the discriminating power of the dermatoscopic features is still rather unclear Figure 
shows an example of a pruned network selected by the minimum of the algebraic test
error estimate Two inputs have been completely removed by the pruning process For
this particular network
 it is the minor axis asymmetry measure and the darkbrown color
measure These are in fact the two most commonly removed dermatoscopic input features
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Figure  Classication results for a k	NN classier as a function of k Note
 that for a
wide range of k	values
 the k	NN classier performs similar to the non	pruned and pruned
neural classiers when comparing the classication rates
Confusion matrix kNN classi
er k  
for test set Benign nevi Atypical nevi Melanoma
Benign nevi
y
  
Atypical nevi
y
  
Melanoma
y
  
y indicates the estimated output classes
Table  Confusion matrix for the test set using a 	NN classier Note
 that the
classier favors the benign nevi class
 thus making costly errors in the melanoma class
from a medical point of view
as can be seen in table  The table shows how often the individual dermatoscopic
features have been completely removed during the runs of the design algorithm Recall

that each run results in  pruned networks Thus
 for each run the number of times a
feature has been removed is computed relative to the maximum number of times it could
have been removed  This enables us to compute the mean and standard deviation
over  runs and sort the features according to their importance
 
 Two features were

Assuming that the number of times a feature has been removed is inversely proportional to its impor
tance
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Figure  Example of a pruned malignant melanoma network with  weights A vertical
line through a node indicates a bias The two pruned dermatoscopic input features are
the minor axis asymmetry measure and the darkbrown color measure These are the two
most commonly pruned input features Recall
 that we only have two network outputs
with weight connections due to the modied softmax normalization
never pruned The major axis asymmetry measure and the blue color measure We know
that the presence of blue color in a lesion indicates bluewhite veil and thus malignancy
So this is an expected result We would also expect asymmetry to be important since this
indicates dierent local growth rates in the lesion and thus malignancy It is interesting to
note that while the major axis asymmetry measure seems very important
 the minor axis
asymmetry measure is nearly always removed The reason for this is probably that these
two measures often are very similar which is also indicated by the skin lesion examples
in gure  and  That is
 they both contain the same information
 thus only one
asymmetry measure is needed The darkbrown color measure is the most often pruned
feature This is a bit surprising since the number of dierent colors present in a skin lesion
normally is considered to correlate with the degree of malignancy The removal of this
feature could be due to the fact that the  color measures sum to  for a skin lesion Thus

it is possible to infer a missing color measure from the remaining  We also note that
the white color measure is often removed This could invalidate the explanation of the
inference of a missing color measure but as can be seen from the distribution of the white
color measure in gure 
 the amount of white color
 if present
 is typically under  
That is
 the white color measure could easily be ignored in the inference of the missing
darkbrown color measure
In summary
 the  most important dermatoscopic features seem to be the major axis
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Feature Pruning Feature Pruning Feature Pruning
importance index importance index importance index
Asymmetry  Edge abrupt  Color 
Major axis   Std dev   White  
Color  Edge abrupt  Asymmetry 
Blue   Mean   Minor axis  
Color  Color  Color 
Black   Lightbrown   Darkbrown  
Table  Table showing how often the individual dermatoscopic features have been
completely pruned during the  runs A zero pruning index for a feature indicates that
it was never removed while a pruning index of  indicates that the feature was always
removed The averages and standard deviations over  runs are reported
asymmetry measure and the blue and black color measures while the  least important are
the darkbrown and white color measures and the minor axis asymmetry measure
Chapter 
Conclusion
In this thesis
 we have proposed a probabilistic framework for classication based on neural
networks and we have applied the framework to the problem of classifying skin lesions
This involved extracting relevant information from dermatoscopic images
 dening a
probabilistic framework robust against outliers
 proposing methods for optimizing neural
networks capable of estimating posterior class probabilities and applying the methods to
the malignant melanoma classication problem
Dermatoscopic feature extraction
The extraction of dermatoscopic features involved measuring the skin lesion asymmetry

the transition of pigmentation from the skin lesion to the surrounding skin and the color
distribution within the skin lesion The latter involved determining color prototypes by
inspecting 	D color histograms and by using knowledge of dermatologists color perception
No reliable red prototype color could be identied
 though
 partially due to a strong reddish
glow of the dark	brown color in skin lesions It was seen that some of the extracted
dermatoscopic features singlehandedly showed potential for separating in particular the
malignant lesions from the healthy lesions
Probabilistic framework for classication
The dened probabilistic framework for classication included optimal decision rules

derivation of error functions
 model complexity control
 assessment of generalization per	
formance and an outlier model We noted that the derived cross	entropy error function is
very sensitive to outliers due to the nature of the logarithmic function
 thus inspiring the
development of a novel outlier model Incorporating the outlier model in the probabilistic
framework
 results in a modied cross	entropy error function eectively downweighting
error contributions from outliers This renders model optimization schemes more robust
and yields more accurate empirical generalization error estimates
Neural classier modeling
The proposed schemes for designing neural network classiers involved dening a two	layer
feed	forward network architecture
 methods for optimizing network weights and methods
for estimating regularization parameters and the outlier probability Traditionally
 a stan	
dard softmax output normalization scheme is employed in order to ensure that model
outputs may be interpreted as posterior probabilities This normalization scheme has an


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inherent redundancy due to the property that the posterior probability output estimates
sum to one This redundancy is generally ignored and results in weight dependencies in
the output layer and
 thus
 a singular unregularized Hessian matrix In order to overcome
this
 a modied softmax output normalization scheme removing the redundancy has been
suggested A novel method for adaptively estimating regularization parameters and the
outlier probability has been derived It is based on employing a validation set and acknowl	
edging that the network weights are implicitly dependent on the regularization parameters
and the outlier probability Using an articially generated classication problem plagued
with outliers
 we were able to approximately determine the true outlier probability We
also saw that the inclusion of the outlier model reduced the inuence from outliers on the
empirical generalization error estimates and on the decision boundaries
The malignant melanoma classication problem
The neural classier framework was applied to the malignant melanoma classication
problem using the extracted dermatoscopic features and results from histological analyzes
of skin tissue samples The adaptive estimation of regularization parameters and outlier
probability was not employed due to the very limited amount of data available Instead

optimal brain damage pruning and model selection using an algebraic generalization error
estimate was employed In a leave	one	out test set
 we were able to detect     
of benign lesions and      of malignant lesions None of the atypical lesions
were classied correct We argued that this probably is due to the fact that the atypical
lesion class has a small prior and thus is ignored during model estimation     
of the atypical lesions were classied as benign lesions Recalling
 that atypical lesions
are in fact healthy indicates that the extracted dermatoscopic features are eective only
for separating healthy lesions from cancerous lesions
 ie
 the features do not possess
adequate information for discriminating between benign and atypical lesions As a result
of the pruning process
 it was possible to rank the dermatoscopic features according to
their importance We found that the three most important features are shape asymmetry
and the amount of blue and black color present within a skin lesion
Suggestions for further work
The extracted dermatoscopic features only represent a few of the features dened in table
 A natural progression would be to extract some or all of the remaining features
which would hopefully provide us with additional discriminating power Collecting more
skin lesion data should also have a high priority This would enable us to estimate the
regularization parameters and the outlier probability adaptively and inspect the labeled
data for outliers or very unusual skin lesions
More experimental work investigating and validating the benecial eects of the outlier
model is recommended Of special interest is how the regularization parameters and the
outlier probability interact during modeling
Appendix A
Computation of the gradient and
Hessian of the training error
In this appendix
 the detailed derivation of the rst and second derivatives of the outlier	
modied cross	entropy error function wrt the networks weights for a softmax or modied
softmax normalized classier is shown see section  We will express the derivatives
as functions of the rst and second derivatives of the traditional neural network with linear
outputs
Note
 if the modied softmax normalization is used then 
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With zero outlier probability
 the gradient reduces to
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Note
 that only when i equals the correct class for pattern x
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 is the contribution to
the gradient from the inner sum in equation A and equation A non	zero
A Hessian
The second derivative of equation A is given by
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With zero outlier probability
 the Hessian reduces to
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Note
 that only when i equals the correct class for pattern x
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 is the contribution to
the Hessian from the inner sum in equation A and equation A non	zero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A  GaussNewton approximation of the Hessian
The Gauss	Newton approximation of the Hessian is obtained by using Fishers property
Seber and Wild
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Using the training set for estimating the average in equation A and using 'y
i
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estimate of py
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 we arrive at the following approximation of the Hessian
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With zero outlier probability
 the Gauss	Newton approximation of the Hessian reduces
to
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Appendix B
Computation of the gradient of
the validation error
This appendix shows the detailed derivation of the gradient of the validation error wrt
the regularization parameters and the scaled outlier probability see section 
B Gradient wrt the regularization parameters
We will derive the gradient wrt the regularization parameters along the lines described
in Larsen et al
 b
Let us consider the case where the regularization function is linear in the regularization
parameters
 ie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where n

is the number of regularization parameters and r
i
u some function of the
weights and thresholds and let us denote the total number of weights and thresholds by
n
U

We are interested in computing the gradient of the validation error
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The derivative of the expansion wrt the weight parameters is given by
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Assuming that we at time step t are at a minimum of the cost function wrt the
weights and requiring that we at time step t&  also are at a minimum
 ie
 the two rst
derivative expressions in equation B are zero
 we have
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where we acknowledge that the cost function is explicitly dependent on  and implicitly
dependent on  through the weights
Now
 let us expand the left hand side of equation B into a sum of a term implicitly
and a term explicitly dependent on  omitting the time step dependency for notational
convenience
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where we have used the generalized chain rule in equation B and that only the
regularization function contributes to the second expression on the right hand side of
equation B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Inserting this into equation B and omitting the  dependency
 yields the desired
expression for the gradient of the validation error wrt the regularization parameters
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B Gradient wrt the scaled outlier probability
The gradient of the validation error wrt the scaled outlier probability
 
 may be written
as a sum of a term explicitly dependent on  and a term implicitly dependent on  through
the weights
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Section B Gradient wrt the scaled outlier probability 
where we have used the chain rule for the implicit term The explicit term is easily
found to be
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where q
V
is the number of patterns in the validation set and n
C
the number of classes
In order to nd u
 from the implicit term in equation B
 we compute the
gradient wrt the weights of a rst order Taylor expansion of the cost function around the
current estimate of  similar to what we did for the regularization parameters in section
B Again
 requiring that we are at a minimum of the cost function wrt the weights
for the current estimate of  and the next estimate of  implies
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Expanding the left hand side into a sum of a term implicitly dependent on  through
the weights and a term explicitly dependent on 
 yields
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 Appendix B Computation of the gradient of the validation error
Inserting this result and equation B into equation B and omitting the 
dependency gives us the desired expression for the gradient of the validation error wrt
the scaled outlier probability
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Abstract
In this paper we propose a method for design of feedforward neural classiers based on
regularization and adaptive architectures and we apply the scheme to the problem of detecting
malignant melanoma Using features acquired from color photographs describing color and
texture properties of skin tumors we are able to detect 	
  of melanoma cases in a test
set
  Introduction
The incidence of malignant melanoma the most lethal of skin cancers has risen rapidly during the
last  years Fortunately patients can be saved from this lifethreatening cancer if it is detected
at an early stage Thus in recent years there has been an increased interest in schemes for
automatic and early detection of melanoma Digital imaging may assist and improve the possibility
of such early detections A recent review of digital imaging in this eld was recently published in
Skin Research and Technology	 
 In this paper we apply a method for design of feedforward
neural classiers based on regularization and adaptive architectures to the problem of detecting
melanoma Statistical measurements describing color and texture properties are extracted from
color photographs of skin tumors and used for classifying tumors
Key features of the design approach is ecient regularized GaussNewton training 
 SoftMax

 normalization of outputs enabling a probabilistic interpretation of the outputs architecture
optimization and evaluation with Optimal Brain Damage OBD 
 and an asymptotic algebraic
test error estimate 

 Neural Classier
Let us assume that we have a training set D consisting of q inputoutput pairs
D  fx
 
 y
 
j    qg  
where x is an input vector consisting of n
I
elements and y is the corresponding class label In this
presentation we will assume that the class label is of the denite form y    n
O
 with n
O
being
the number of classes An alternative soft target assignment might be relevant in some practical
contexts where the target could be eg an estimate of class probabilities for the given input
We aim to model the conditional probability distribution
pijx i       n
O
 
	
To represent these distributions we choose the following network architecture
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with n
I
input units n
H
hidden units n
O
output units and parameters u  wW where w
j
and W
i
are thresholds To ensure that the outputs 
i
x

 can be interpreted as probabilities we
use the normalized exponential transformation known as SoftMax 	
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 
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where pijx

 is the estimated probability that x

belongs to class i
The likelihood of the parameters u can now be expressed as
P Dju 
q
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Y
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iy

is the Kronecker delta
Training is based on the minimization of the negative loglikelihood
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In order to eliminate overtting and ensure numerical stability we augment the cost function by a
regularization term eg a simple weight decay
Cu  Eu 


u
T
Ru 
where R is a positive denite diagonal matrix with elements 

j
q

Using matrixvector notation the GaussNewton paradigm of updating the weights can now be
computed as 	

u
new
 u  HR
 

E
u
Ru

 
where Ru and R are the rst and second derivatives of the regularization term respectively H is
the Hessian matrix containing the second derivatives of  wrt the weights and  is a parameter
that may be used to ensure a decrease in the cost function eg by line search
In order to reduce and optimize a networks architecture we recommend to apply a pruning scheme
such as Optimal Brain Damage OBD 	
 The aim of OBD is to estimate the importance of the
weights for the training error and rank the weights according to their importance If the importance
is estimated using a second order expansion of the training error around its minimum the saliency
for a weight u
i
is 	

s
i


R
ii



H
ii

u

i
 
where the Hessian H
ii
and R
ii
is the ith diagonal element of H and R respectively
By repeatedly removing weights with the smallest saliencies and retraining the resulting network
a nested family of networks is obtained To select the network with the best generalization ability
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
Fully connected ANN Pruned ANN
Conf mat Benign nevi Dyspl nevi Melanoma Benign nevi Dyspl nevi Melanoma
Benign nevi
y
   	   
	  
 
	  
Dyspl nevi
y
   	  
  	    
Melanoma
y
 	
  	
 
 
	     
	 

Table  Confusion matrix for the test set using fully connected  weights and pruned networks 	
weights Note that the classier performs best for the critical melanoma class
y
indicates the ANN output
classes
we can use an estimate of the test error Using statistical assumptions see eg  and 	 the
following estimate of the test error of a network u estimated on a training set D can be derived 	
d
hE
test
i 
 E
train
uD 
N
e
q
 
where E
train
uD is the training error of the model The eective number of weights is given by
N
e

 TrHH R
 
 where R is the second derivative of the regularization term in 
  Results
From a collection of color photographs of skin tumors at The National Hospital of Denmark 
statistical measurements describing color and texture properties have been acquired for each tumor
and are used for classication into three groups Benign nevi noncancer dysplastic nevi non
cancer but increased risk of developing cancer and melanoma A biopsy has been performed on
all skin tumors used in this study thus giving us the correct diagnosis for each tumor This
dataset is considered to be dicult as all tumors were labelled suspect by doctors prior to the
biopsy and thus excludes obvious cases of noncancer tumors
A total of  images with an even split of the three classes were used for training and  images
were used for testing Ten feedforward networks with  inputs  hidden units and  output
units were trained

and subsequently pruned hence resulting in ten nested families of pruned
networks The estimate of the test error for each family was used to select the network with the
lowest estimated generalization error Two weight decays were used 
w

  and 
W

  for the
weights in the input and output layer respectively In gure  a typical pruning scenario is shown
Table  shows the confusion matrix for the test set classied

with the fully connected networks and
the selected optimal networks The mean and standard deviation of the ten runs are reported
Overall the fully connected networks classied  of the training set and 	 of
the test set correctly while the results for the pruned networks are  for the training
set and 	 for the test set Thus the pruning has increased the generalization ability of
the networks An important eect of the pruning approach is the selection of input features that
are salient for the classication thus providing us with information that can be used in clinical
dermatology Of the ten pruned networks four didnt use input 	 and three didnt use input 
This is an indication that these two color features blue color mean and red color variance are
unimportant for the classication task
For comparison a standard kNearestNeighbor

kNN classication was performed The training
error may be computed from the training set by including each training pattern in the majority
vote A leaveoneout validation error on the training set may be computed by excluding each
 
Training was stopped when the norm of the gradient vector was below 



Following Bayes decision theory the network output with the highest probability determines the class label

Within kNN a pattern is classied according to a majority vote among its k nearest neighbors using the simple
Euclidean metric
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Figure  Left  Example of a pruning session The vertical line indicates the optimal network selected
by the estimated test error Right  Example of a pruned network from  to 	
 weights Note that two
inputs are not used
training pattern from the vote Finally the test patterns may be classied by voting among the
k nearest neighbors found among the training patterns Using the validation error we found that
k   was optimal for this data set The 	N	N scheme classied 

 of the training set and

 of the test set correctly Thus the performance of the optimized K	N	N scheme fall in between
the pruned and fully connected networks
  Conclusion
We have applied a method for design of feed	forward neural classiers to the problem of detecting
melanoma The approach was shown to be able to design compact neural network models with a
generalization ability better than non	pruned network as well as giving us an indication of which in	
put features are unimportant for the classication task thus enabling us to reevaluate the acquired
statistical measurements
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Abstract  In this paper we propose a method for design of feedforward
neural classiers based on regularization and adaptive architectures Us
ing a penalized maximum likelihood scheme we derive a modied form of
the entropic error measure and an algebraic estimate of the test error In
conjunction with Optimal Brain Damage pruning the test error estimate
is used to optimize the network architecture The scheme is evaluated
on an articial and a real world problem
INTRODUCTION
Pattern recognition is an important aspect of most scientic elds and indeed
the objective of most neural network applications Some of the by now clas
sic applications of neural networks like Sejnowski and Rosenbergs NetTalk
concern classication of patterns into a nite number of categories In modern
approaches to pattern recognition the objective is to produce class probabil
ities for a given pattern Using Bayes decision theory the hard classier
selects the class with the highest class probability hence minimizing the prob
ability of error The conventional approach to pattern recognition is statistical
and concerns the modeling of class probability distributions for patterns pro
duced by a stationary stochastic source by a certain set of basis functions
eg Parzen windows or Gaussian mixtures
In this paper we dene and analyze a system for design and evaluation
of feedforward neural classiers based on regularization and adaptive archi
tectures The proposed scheme is a generalization of the approach we have
suggested for time series processing   and for binary classication in the

context of a medical application  The key concept of the new methodology
for optimization of neural classiers is an asymptotic estimate of the test error
of the classier providing an algebraic expression in terms of the training error
and a complexity estimate Our approach is a penalized maximum likelihood
scheme The likelihood is formulated using a simple stationary noisy channel
model of the pattern source For any xed input pattern there can be dened
a xed probability distribution over a xed nite set of classes The training
set involves simple labelled data ie for each input vector we are provided
with a single class label The task of the network is to estimate the relative
frequencies of class labels for a given pattern In conjunction with SoftMax
normalization of the outputs of a standard computationally universal feed
forward network we recover a slightly modied form of the socalled entropic
error measure 	 For a xed architecture the neural network weights are
estimated using a GaussNewton method 
 while the model architecture is
optimized using Optimal Brain Damage  The problem of proper selection
of regularization parameters is also briey discussed see also 
The salient features of the approach are Ecient Newton optimization
pruning by Optimal Brain Damage and evaluation of network architectures
by an algebraic test error estimate
NEURAL CLASSIFIERS
Let us assume that we have a training set D consisting of q inputoutput
pairs
D  fx
 
 y
 
j    qg 
where x is an input vector consisting of n
I
elements and y is the corresponding
class label In this presentation we will assume that the class label is of
the denite form y    n
O
 with n
O
being the number of classes An
alternative soft target assignment might be relevant in some practical contexts
where the target could be eg an estimate of class probabilities for the given
input
We aim to model the posterior probability distribution
py  ijx i       n
O
 
In some applications it might be desirable to use a rejection threshold when
classifying that is if all of the posterior probabilities fall below this threshold
then no classication decision is made see eg 
To represent these distributions we choose the following network architec
ture
h
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with n
I
input units n
H
hidden units n
O
output units and parameters u 
 wW where w
j
and W
i
are thresholds To ensure that the outputs
 
i
 x

 can be interpreted as probabilities we use the normalized exponential
transformation known as SoftMax 	
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where p y

 ijx

 is the estimated probability that x

belongs to class i
Assuming that the training data are drawn independently the likelihood
of the model can be expressed as
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
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Training is based on the minimization of the negative loglikelihood
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In order to eliminate overtting and ensure numerical stability we augment
the cost function by a regularization term eg a simple weight decay
C u  E u 


u
T
Ru  
where R is a positive denite matrix In this paper we consider a diagonal
matrix with elements 
j
q
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The matrix of second derivatives  the Hessian can be expressed as
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where we have used a GaussNewton like approximation
Using matrixvector notation the GaussNewton paradigm of updating the
weights can now be computed as 
u
new
 u    	H
R
 
 
E
u

Ru

	
whereRu andR are the rst and second derivatives of the regularization term
respectively and   is a parameter that may be used to ensure a decrease in
the cost function eg by line search
A natural approach for determining the regularization parameters is by
minimizing the test error with respect to the regularization parameters Here
one may use an estimate of the test error as derived in the next section Let us
now consider the case with only two dierent weight decays 
w
for the input
tohidden weights and 
W
for the hiddentooutput weights By sampling
the space spanned by 
w
and 
W
with eg a x grid and computing the
estimated test error it is possible to t eg a paraboloid

in a leastsquare
sense to the sample points locate the minimum

of the paraboloid and use
the weight decays found for the design of the network
A dierent approach using a validation set for determining the regulariz
ation parameters is described in 
Test Error Estimate
One of the main objectives in our approach is to estimate a network model
with a high generalization ability In order to obtain this we need an estimate
of the generalization ability of a model The generalization or test error for a
given network u may be dened as
E
test
	u 
Z
dxdyP 	x y	x yu 	
where P 	x y is the true underlying distribution of examples and 	x yu
is the error on example 	x y Since the test error involves an average over
all possible examples it is in general not accessible but it can be estimated
by using additional statistical assumptions see eg  and  thus giving us
the following estimate for the average test error of a network u estimated on
a training set D 
d
hE
test
i  E
train
	u	D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
 
Paraboloid z   z
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
In case the minimum is located outside the samplegrid	 one should relocate the grid
and 
nd a new minimum
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where E
train
uD is the training error of the model The eective number
of parameters is given by N
e
 TrHH  R
 
	
 where R is the second
derivative of the regularization term This estimate of the test error averaged
over all possible training sets may be used to select the optimal network eg

among a nested family of pruned networks hence
 be used as a pruning stop
criterion similarly to our procedure for evaluation of function approximation
networks 
 	
Pruning with Optimal Brain Damage
In order to reduce and optimize a networks architecture
 we recommend to
apply a pruning scheme such as Optimal Brain Damage OBD 	 The aim
of OBD is to estimate the importance of the weights for the training error and
rank the weights according to their importance If the importance is estimated
using a second order expansion of the training error around its minimum
 the
saliency for a weight u
i
is 	
s
i

 
R
ii



H
ii

u

i

where the Hessian H
ii
is given by  and R
ii
is ith diagonal element of R
By repeatedly removing weights with the smallest saliencies and retraining
the resulting network
 a nested family of networks is obtained Here we may
use the previously derived test error estimate to select the optimal network
EXPERIMENTS
The proposed methodology for designing neural classiers has been evaluated
on the articial contiguity problem and the real world glass classication prob
lem The latter is a part of the Proben neural network benchmark collection
	
The Contiguity Problem
The contiguity problem has in several cases been used for evaluating optim
ization schemes
 see eg
 	 The boolean input vector   is interpreted
as a onedimensional image and connected clumps of s are counted Two
classes are dened those with two and three clumps We consider the case

where n
I
  In this case there are  legal input patterns consisting of
 patterns with three clumps and  with two clumps We use a randomly
selected training set with  patterns and a test set with  patterns both
containing an even split of the two classes
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Figure  Left The estimated test error for the contiguity problem as function of
the weight decay parameters Right Paraboloid tted to the x grid shown in the
left panel Minimum located at  
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Figure  Left The distribution of the test error for 
 fully connected contiguity
networks combined Notice the long tail of the distribution resulting in a high
mean error 
 and a small median error 

 ie the mean is predominantly
driven by a few examples with high error Right The distribution of the test error
for 
 pruned networks selected by the minimum of the estimated test error com
bined The mean error is 
 and the median error is 


 showing a signicant
performance improvement as result of pruning
Initially a network architecture consisting of  input units  hidden units
and  output units was chosen The weight decay parameters were estimated
by using the previously described samplegrid technique This is shown in
	gure  Next ten fully connected networks were trained
 
using the estimated
weight decay parameters subsequently pruned using the OBD saliency rank
ing removing one weight per iteration In 	gure  the distribution of the test
error is shown The error distribution shows that the mean error is predom
inantly driven by a few examples with a high error thus suggesting that one
should monitor the median error as well in order to get a good indication of a
network
s performance Seven of the ten pruned networks had a classi	cation


Training was stopped when the norm of the gradient vector was below 
 

 
Following Bayes decision theory the network output with the highest probability de
termines the class label
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Figure  Pruning of a glass classication network using the small training set
The vertical line indicates the optimal network selected by the minimum of the
estimated test error Notice the similarity in the development of the median error
and the classication error on the test set
error on the test set between  and  while three networks had an error
of 	
 In  seven of ten networks had an error of 	 using the same
size of training set while three networks had errors around  Compared
with these results our classier design scheme has a signicantly higher yield
The Glass Classication Problem
The task in the glass classication problem is to classify glass splinters into
six classes The glass splinters have been chemical analyzed and nine dier	
ent measures have been extracted from the analysis see 
 for details The
original dataset glass consists of  examples divided into a training set
 a validation set  and a test set  Since our approach doesnt
require a validation set we have used two dierent training scenarios one
using the original training set and one using a new training set consisting of
the original training and validation set
The initial network architecture chosen consisted of 
 input units  hidden
units and  output units We estimated the regularization parameters using
the sample	grid technique and the small training set The parameters were
found to be  
w
    
  
and  
W
    
 

In gure  and  we show the pruning results of networks trained with the
small and large training set respectively using the estimated regularization
parameters The optimal network found with the small training set had a
classication error of  on the test set while the optimal network found
with the large training set had an error of  In 
 Prechelt reports a
test error of  for a xed network architecture using the small training
set The validation set is used to stop training thus he eectively uses both
the training and validation set for training  Our approach using the
estimated test error for model selection eliminates the need for a validation
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Figure  Pruning of a glass classication network using the large training set The
vertical line indicates the optimal network selected by the estimated test error
Notice the overall lower classication error on the test set compared to gure 
set thus allowing us to use more data for the actual training resulting in a
better generalization performance In a forthcoming paper the problem of
comparing the performance of neural network models is addressed 
For comparison a standard kNearestNeighbor
 
k	N	N
 classication was
performed using the large training set The training error may be computed
from the training set by including each training pattern in the majority vote
A leaveoneout validation error on the training set may be computed by
excluding each training pattern from the vote Finally the test patterns may
be classied by voting among the k nearest neighbors found among the train	
ing patterns Using the leaveoneout validation error we found that k  
was optimal for this data set The 	N	N scheme had a classication error of
 on the test set Thus the performance of the optimized k	N	N scheme
cannot match Prechelts or our networks
CONCLUSION
We have developed a methodology for design and evaluation of neural classi	
ers The approach was applied to the contiguity problem and the glass clas
sication problem It was shown that the test error estimator for classiers
could be used to select optimal networks among families of pruned networks
thus increasing the generalization ability compared to non	pruned networks
Currently the aim is to establish more empirical data for the validation of the
neural classier design approach
 
Within kNN a pattern is classied according to a majority vote among its k nearest
neighbors using the simple Euclidean metric
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Abstract In this paper we present a regularization scheme which
iteratively adapts the regularization parameters by minimizing the
validation error It is suggested to use the adaptive regulariza
tion scheme in conjunction with Optimal Brain Damage pruning
to optimize the architecture and to avoid overtting Furthermore
we propose an improved neural classication architecture eliminat
ing an inherent redundancy in the widely used SoftMax classica
tion network Numerical results demonstrate the viability of the
method
INTRODUCTION
Neural networks are exible tools for pattern recognition and by expanding
the network architecture any relevant target function can be approximated
 In this contribution we present an improved version of the neural classi
er architecture based on a feedforward net with SoftMax  normalization
presented in  	 avoiding an inherent redundant parameterization The
outputs of the network estimate the class conditional posterior probabilities
and the network is trained using a maximum a posteriori MAP framework
The associated risk of overtting on noisy data is of major concern in
neural network design  The objective of architecture optimization is to
minimize the generalization error The architecture can be optimized directly
by eg pruning techniques or indirectly by using regularization One might
consider various regularization schemes from adapting a single regulariza
tion parameter to individual regularization of the weights in the net These
subjects are further addressed in  
 We suggest a hybrid approach
with Optimal Brain Damage  for pruning and an adaptive regularization
scheme The inevitable problem of adapting the amount of regularization is
solved by minimizing the generalization error wrt regularization parame
ters Using the validation error calculated from a single validation set as an

estimate of the generalization error it is possible to formulate an iterative
gradient descent scheme for adapting the regularization parameters  The
Bayesian way to adapt regularization parameters is to minimize the evidence
 Ch  	
 however the evidence does not in a simple way relate to
the generalization error which is our primary object of interest
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Suppose that the input feature vector is denoted by x with dimx  n
I

The aim is to model the posterior probabilities pC
i
jx i        c where C
i
denotes the ith class Then under a simple loss function the Bayes optimal
 
classier assigns class label C
i
to x if i  argmax
j
pC
j
jx
Following  see also  the outputs by
i
 of the neural network rep
resent estimates of the posterior probabilities ie by
i
 bpC
i
jx
 hence
P
c
i 
pC
i
jx   That is we need merely to estimate c   posterior
probabilities say pC
i
jx i        c   then the last is calculated as
pC
c
jx  
P
c  
i 
pC
i
jx
Dene a layer feedforward network with n
I
inputs n
H
hidden neurons
and c  outputs by
h
j
x  tanh

n
I
X
 
w
I
j
x

 w
I
j

 
i
x 
n
H
X
j 
w
H
ij
h
j
x  w
H
i

where w
I
j
 w
H
ij
are the inputtohidden and hiddentooutput weights respec
tively All weights are assembled in the weight vector w  fw
I
j
 w
H
ij
g
In order to interpret the network outputs as probabilities a modied nor
malized exponential transformation similar to SoftMax  is used
by
i

exp
i

P
c  
j 
exp
j
  
 i        c  by
c
 
c  
X
i 
by
i
 
The modication amounts to xing exp
c
 in the standard SoftMax at 
eliminating the inherent redundancy of the output weights as also mentioned
in  p  The redundancy implies that a particular set of outputs by
i

i        c induces a onedimensional submanifold in weight space The
network architecture is shown in Fig 
TRAINING AND REGULARIZATION
Assume that we have a training set T of N
t
related inputoutput pairs T 
fxkykg
N
t
k 
where
y
i
k 

 if xk  C
i
 otherwise

 
That is each misclassication is equally serious corresponding to minimal probability
of misclassication
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Figure  Neural network architecture
The likelihood of the network parameters is given by see eg  	
pT jw	 

N
t
Y
k 
pyk	jxk	w	 

N
t
Y
k 
c
Y
i 
by
i
k		
y
i
k
	
where
b
yk	 

b
yxk	w	 is a function of the input and weight vectors The
training error is the normalized negative loglikelihood
S
T
w	 
 

N
t
log pT jw	 

N
t
N
t
X
k 
 yk	
b
yk	w	 	
with 	 denoting the loss given by
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b
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	
The objective of training is minimization of the regularized cost function

Cw	 
 S
T
w	  Rw	 	
where the regularization term Rw	 is parameterized by a set of reg
ularization parameters  Training provides the estimated weight vector
b
w 
 arg min
w
Cw	 and is done using a GaussNewton scheme
w
new

 w
old
   J
 
w
old
	rw
old
	 	
 
This might be viewed as a maximum a posteriori MAP method
	
where   is the stepsize line search parameter For that purpose we require
the gradient rw  Cw and the Hessian Jw  
 
Cww
 
of the
cost function given by
C
w
w   
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Here 
ij
is the Kronecker delta and we have used the GaussNewton approx
imation to the Hessian
ADAPTING REGULARIZATION PARAMETERS
The available data set D of N examples is split into two disjoint sets a
validation set V  with N
v
 dNe examples for architecture selection and
estimation of regularization and a training set T  with N
t
 N  N
v
exam
ples for estimation of network parameters  is referred to as the splitratio
The validation error of the trained network is given by
S
V

b
w 

N
v
N
v
X
k
	 yk
b
yk
b
w 
where the sum runs over the N
v
validation examples S
V

b
w is thus an
estimate of the generalization error dened as the expected loss G
b
w 
E
xy
f	y
b
y
b
wg whereE
xy
fg denotes the expectation wrt the joint input
output distribution
Aiming at adapting the regularization parameters  so that the validation
error is minimized we can apply the iterative scheme suggested in 	


new
 
old
  

S
V


b
w
old
 
where 
 is a stepsize and
b
w
old
 is the estimated weight vector using the
regularization parameter 
old
 Suppose the regularization term is linear in
the regularization parameters ie
Rw  
 
rw 
q
X
i

i
r
i
w 
where 
i
are the regularization parameters and r
i
w the associated regular
ization functions The gradient of the validation error then equals 	

S
V


b
w   
r
w
 

b
w  J


b
w 
S
V
w

b
w 
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Consider the specic case of weight decay regularization with separate weight
decays for inputtohidden and hiddento output layers ie
Rw  
I
  jw
I
j
 
	 
H
 jw
H
j
 


where   
I
 
H

 
andw  w
I
w
H
 with dimw
I
  m
I
 dimw
H
  m
H
and dimw  m  m
I
	m
H

The gradient then yields
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b
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b
w
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
 
 g
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
S
V
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
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 
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

where g  g
m
I
 g
m
H
  J


b
w  S
V

b
ww
In summary the algorithm for adapting regularization parameters consists
of the following  steps

 Choose the split ratio  between training and validation set sizes
 Initialize  and the weights of the network
 Train the network with xed  to achieve
b
w Calculate the valida
tion error S
V

 Calculate the gradient S
V
 cf Eq 
 Initialize the stepsize 
 Update  using Eq 

 Retrain the network from the previous weights and calculate the vali
dation error S
V

 If no decrease in validation error then perform a bisection of  and goto
step  otherwise continue
 Repeat steps  until the relative change in validation error is below a
small percentage or eg the norm of the gradient S
V
 is below
a small number
PRUNING
In order to reduce and optimize the network architecture we suggest to use
a pruning scheme eg Optimal Brain Damage OBD 

 An alternative
method is Optimal Brain Surgeon OBS  however in a series of experi
ments we noticed that extreme care is essential in order not to underestimate
the saliencies 
 Thus OBS is less robust than OBD
OBD ranks the weights according to importance or saliency  Here we use
the validation error based OBD proposed in  The saliency for weight i is
given by

i
  bw
i
S
V
w
i

b
w 	



bw
 
i

 
S
V
w
 
i

b
w	 

By repeatedly removing weights with small saliencies and retraining the
resulting network a nested family of network architectures is obtained The

validation error or an alternative measure of generalization performance
 
 is
then used for selecting the optimal architecture
EXPERIMENTS
We test the performance of the adaptive regularization algorithm on a vowel
classication problem The data are based on the Peterson and Barney
database 	 The classes are vowel sounds characterized by the rst four
formant frequencies 
 persons  male  female and  children have
pronounced c   dierent vowels IY IH EH AE AH AA AO UH UW ER
two times This results in a data base of totally  examples The database
is the veried database described in 	 where all data

are used including
examples where utterance failed of unanimous identication in the listening
test 
 listeners All examples were included to make the task more dicult
The examples were split into a data set D consisting of N  
 ex
amples 
 male  female and  children and an independent test set of
the remaining 
 examples The regularization was adapted by splitting the
data set D equally into a validation set of N
v
  examples and a training
set of N
t
  examples  male  female and  children in each set
Suppose that the network weights are given by w  w
I
w
I
bias
w
H
w
H
bias
	
where w
I
 w
H
are inputtohidden and hiddentooutput weights respec
tively and the bias weights are assembled in w
I
bias
and w
H
bias
 In this example
we use the following weight decay regularization term
Rw  
I
 jw
I
j

 
I
bias
 jw
I
bias
j

 
H
 jw
H
j

 
H
bias
 jw
H
bias
j

 
where   
I
 
I
bias
 
H
 
H
bias
	 We further dene the normalized weight
decays as    N
t
 The simulation setup was
 Network  inputs  hidden neurons  outputs


 The training input data were normalized to zero mean and unit variance
in order to facilitate training and weight initialization
 Weights were initialized uniformly over  	 regularization pa
rameters were initialized at zero  steps in a gradient descent train
ing algorithm see eg 	 was performed and the weight decays 
were reinitialized at 
max


 where 
max
is the max eigenvalue of
the Hessian matrix of the cost function This initialization scheme is
motivated by the following observations
 Weight decays should be so small that they do not reduce the
approximation capabilities of the network signicantly
 
Eg the previously suggested algebraic estimate  

The database can be retrieved from ftpeivindimmdtudkdistdatavowel
PetersonBarneytarZ

We only need 	 outputs since the posterior class probability of the 
th class is given
by  
P

j
pC
j
jx
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NNet KNN  K  
Training   	 
Validation    	
Test 

   
Test after retrain    
Table  Probability of misclassication pmc For the neural network the averages
and standard deviations over  runs are reported
 They should be so large that the algorithm is prevented from being
trapped in a local optimum and numerical instabilities are elimi
nated
  Training is now done using a GaussNewton algorithm  see eg 

The Hessian is inverted using the MoorePenrose pseudo inverse  see
eg  ensuring that the eigenvalue spread
 
is less than 


  The regularization stepsize  is initialized at 
  When the adaptive regularization scheme has terminated we prune 
of the weights using a validation set based version of the Optimal Brain
Damage recipe  
  We alternate between pruning and adaptive regularization until the
validation error has reached a minimum
  Finally remaining weights are retrained on all data using the optimized
weight decay parameters
Table  reports the average and standard deviations of the probability of
misclassication  pmc over  runs for pruned networks using the optimal
regularization parameters Note that retraining on the full data set decreases
the test pmc slightly on the average improvement was found in  out of 
runs For comparison we used a Knearestneighbor  KNN classication see
eg  and found that K   was optimal on the validation set Note that
the neural network performed signicantly better Contrasting the obtained
results to other work is dicult In 
 results on the PetersonBarney vowel
problem are reported but their data are not exactly the same only the rst

 formant frequencies were used Furthermore dierent test sets have been
used for the dierent methods presented The best result reported  is
obtained by using KNN and reach pmc  	 which is somewhat higher
than our results
In Fig 
 the evolution of the adaptive regularization as well as the pruning
algorithm is demonstrated
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a framework for design of neural classiers which in
clude architecture optimization by pruning and adaptation of regularization
 
Eigenvalue spread should not be larger than the square root of the machine precision

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Figure  Panels  a  b and  c show the evolution of the adaptive regularization
algorithm in a typical run Optimal weight decays are found by minimizing the
validation error in  a Note that also the test errors decreases This tendency is
also evident in  b displaying pmc even though a small increase is noticed In  c the
normalized weight decays      N
t
 are depicted  d and  e show the evolution
of errors and pmc during pruning The optimal network having minimal validation
error is indicated by the vertical line There is only a marginal eect of pruning
Finally the variation of the optimal normalized weight decays  before pruning in
dierent runs is shown in  f and is seen to be relatively small
 Appendix E Contribution to NNSP	
parameters Moreover an improved neural net architecture was presented
Numerical examples demonstrated the potential of the framework
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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses a new framework for designing robust
neural network classiers The network is optimized using
the maximum a posteriori technique ie the cost function
is the sum of the loglikelihood and a regularization term
prior In order to perform robust classication we present
a modied likelihood function which incorporate the poten
tial risk of outliers in the data This leads to introduction
of a new parameter the outlier probability Designing the
neural classier involves optimization of network weights as
well as outlier probability and regularization parameters
We suggest to adapt the outlier probability and regulariza
tion parameters by minimizing the error on a validation set
and a simple gradient descent scheme is derived In addi
tion the framework allows for constructing a simple outlier
detector Experiments with articial data demonstrates the
potential of the suggested framework
 INTRODUCTION
Neural networks are exible tools for pattern recognition
due to the universal approximation theorems 	
 We con
sider a neural classier architecture based on a feedforward
net with a modied SoftMax 	 normalization as presented
in 	 see also 	 	 The outputs of the network esti
mate the class conditional posterior probabilities and the
network is trained using a maximum a posteriori MAP
framework Robustness is incorporated via a probabilistic
denition of outliers Thus a given example is considered as
an outlier if its class label is changed with a certain proba
bility   the outlier probability 
The associated risk of overtting on noisy data is of ma
jor concern in neural network design 	 The objective of
network design is to obtain a reliable and minimal general
ization error which can be done by constraining the model
exibility and adapting the outlier probability Model con
straints are imposed directly via pruning techniques see
eg 	 	 	 or indirectly using regularization We will
merely consider regularization in this presentation
Based on earlier work 	 	 	 we will present an
iterative scheme for simultaneously adapting the amount
of regularization and outlier probability by minimizing the
validation error calculated from a single validation set Here
we take the validation error as an estimate of the true gen
eralization error
This research was supported by the Danish Natural Science
and Technical Research Councils through the Computational
Neural Network Center connect JL furthermore acknowledge
the Radio Parts Foundation for nancial support
 NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Suppose that the input feature vector is denoted by x
with dimx  n
I
and C
i
denotes the ith of the mutually
exclusive classes i        c The aim is to model the
posterior probabilities of the class given the input Aiming
at robustness against an outlier
 
 dened as a class label
which erroneously is changed to one of the other classes
we introduce the probability of an outlier       It
is assumed that the occurrence of an outlier is independent
of class label and input location Thus the outlier process
acts as an extra noise source independent of input location
as opposed to the error due to overlap in class posterior
probabilities This leads to the denition of posterior prob
abilities pC
i
jx   i  c
pC
i
jx  p

C
i
jx     
 
c 
c
X
j j  i
p

C
j
jx 
where p

C
i
jx is the posterior probability in the case of zero
outlier probability The rst term is the posterior proba
bility for C
i
times the probability that an outlier does not
occur while the second term is the sum of posterior prob
abilities for C
j
 C
i
times the scaled outlier probability
   c    	 c   that C
i
has changed speci
cally to C
j
 Under a simple loss function the Bayes optimal

classier assigns class label C
i
to x if i  argmax
j
pC
j
jx
Note that Eq  can be rewritten as
pC
i
jx  p

C
i
jx c   
Since   p

C
i
jx   and
P
c
i 
p

C
i
jx   due to
mutual exclusive classes then   pC
i
jx      and
further
P
c
i 
pC
i
jx  
Dene by
i
as estimates of the posterior probabilities given
by by
i
 bz
i
  c   where bz
i
are estimates of the    
posterior probabilities p

C
i
jx Following 	 	 see also
	 bz
i
 are taken as outputs of a neural network Since
the posterior probabilities sums to  also
P
c
i 
bz
i
 
ie we merely estimate c posterior probabilities say bz
i

  i  c  and calculate the last as bz
c
 
P
c 
i 
bz
i

Dene a layer feedforward network with n
I
inputs
n
H
hidden neurons and c  outputs by
h
j
x  tanh

n
I
X
 
w
I
j
x

 w
I
j

 
 
See  for various approaches on robust statistics

That is	 each misclassication is equally weighted corre

sponding to minimal probability of misclassication
	
 
i
 x 
n
H
X
j 
w
H
ij
h
j
 x  w
H
i
 
where w
I
j
 w
H
ij
are the inputtohidden and hiddentooutput
weights respectively All weights are assembled in the weight
vector w  fw
I
j
 w
H
ij
g In order to interpret the network
outputs as probabilities we use a modied normalized ex
ponential transformation 	
 similar to SoftMax 	
bz
i

exp  
i

P
c 
j 
exp  
j
  

 
  i  c 
  
and bz
c
 
 
P
c 
i 
bz
i

  TRAINING AND REGULARIZATION
Assume that we have a training set T of N
t
related input
output pairs T  f x ky kg
N
t
k 
where
y
i
 k 
n

 if x k  C
i
 otherwise
 
The likelihood of the network parameters is given by  see
eg 	 	
p T jw 
N
t
Y
k 
p y kjx kw 
N
t
Y
k 
c
Y
i 
 by
i
 k
y
i
 k
 
where by k  by x kw is a function of the input and
weight vectors The training error is the normalized nega
tive loglikelihood
S
T
 w  


N
t
log p T jw 


N
t
N
t
X
k 
  y k by kw  
with   denoting the loss given by
  y k by kw 
c
X
i 
y
i
 k log by
i
 k  
Making an comparison with Mestimates considered in ro
bust statistics 	 we note that the loss for a specic ex
ample is    log by
i
   

 where 

  log bz
i
 is
the nonrobust loss     and   is a function which
downweights extreme losses


The objective of training is minimization of the regu
larized cost function

C w  S
T
 w R w  

where the regularization term R w is parameterized by
a set of regularization parameters  Training provides the
estimated weight vector bw  arg min
w
C w and is done
using a GaussNewton scheme  see eg 	


w
new
 w
old
   J

 w
old
r w
old
  


where  is the stepsize  line search parameter For that
purpose we require the gradient r w  Cw and

      log e

    c  

This might be viewed as a maximum a posteriori  MAP
technique
the GaussNewton approximation

 J w of the Hessian


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
which can be written as
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By convenience the dependency of bz
i
 by
i
and  
i
on x k
and w is omitted and 
ij
denotes the Kronecker delta
 ADAPTING REGULARIZATION
PARAMETERS AND OUTLIER PROBABILITY
The available data set D of N examples is split into two
disjoint sets a validation set V with N
v
 dNe examples
for estimation of regularization and outlier probability and
a training set T  with N
t
 NN
v
examples for estimation
of network parameters  is referred to as the splitratio
The validation error of the trained network is given by
S
V
 bw 


N
v
N
v
X
k 
  y k by k bw  

where the sum runs over theN
v
validation examples S
V
 bw
is thus an estimate of the generalization error dened as the
expected loss G bw  E
xy
f y by bwg where E
xy
fg
denotes the expectation wrt the joint inputoutput distri
bution
Let   	 	 be the vector of all regularization param
eters and the scaled outlier probability Aiming at adapting
 so as to minimize the validation error we apply the iter
ative scheme suggested in 	
 	 	


new
 
old
 
S
V

 bw 
old
  

where  is a stepsize and bw 
old
 is the estimated weight
vector using 
old
 Suppose that
R w  

r w 
q
X
i 

i
r
i
 w  

where 
i
are the regularization parameters and r
i
 w the
associated regularization functions The gradient of the val
idation error then equals 	 	

S
V

 bw  
r
w

 bw  J

 bw 
S
V
w
 bw  


This is obtained using Fishers property E	

Lww


 
E	Lw Lw


 where L    log p T jw
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In order to ensure that 
i
  and      c    we
perform a reparameterization

i

n
exp 
i
 
i
 

i
   
i
 
 
  tanh 	
 c  
 	  R  
and carry out the minimization w	r	t	 the new parameters
 and 	 assembled in the vector   
 		 Note that
 S
V
 

i

 S
V
 
i

 
i
 

i
  
In summary the algorithm for adapting regularization pa
rameters and outlier probability is
	 Select the split ratio 	 and initialize   and the weights
of the network	
	 Train the network with xed  to achieve bw 	 Calcu
late the validation error S
V
	
	 Calculate the gradient  S
V
  cf	 Eq	    	 Initial
ize the stepsize 	
	 Update  using Eq	     train the network from
the previous weights and calculate S
V
	
	 If S
V
decreases repeat double  update  retrain weights
and recalculate S
V
until no decrease is noticed then goto
step 	
	 Repeat perform bisection of  update  retrain weights
and recalculate S
V
until a decrease is noticed then con
tinue	
	 Repeat steps  until the relative change in validation
error is below a small percentage or e	g	 k S
V
 k is
below a small number	
  OUTLIER DETECTION
Once the network is designed i	e	 we have estimates of the
weights regularization parameters and outlier probability


it is possible to devise a method for outlier detection	 Sup
pose we want to decide whether an example x with la
bel C
i
is an outlier or not	 Dene the binary variable
O which is  if the example is an outlier and zero oth
erwise	 The probability that the example is an outlier
is given as p
outlier
 p O  jx C
i
	 Using Bayes rule
p
outlier
 p O  jx C
i
  p O    C
i
jxp C
i
jx The
denominator is given by Eq	   and the numerator is the
posterior probability for C
i
in the case of outliers which is
equal to the last addend of Eq	  	 Thus


p
outlier

   p

 C
i
jx
p

 C
i
jx   c  
  
The estimated probability that the example is an outlier is
consequently bp
outlier

b
   bz
i
by
i
	

In this contribution we do not include network pruning as
an element in the design phase however this is easily done see
further   	

Note p
outlier

  for   
  and p
outlier

  for   
 	
 EXPERIMENTS
We rst test the performance of the algorithm on an arti
cial example with c   classes in a D input space	 The
class conditional probabilities are p xjC
i
  
N  
i
 I 
N   
i
 I where N   I is a D Gaussian distribution
with mean vector  and identity covariance matrix	 The
mean vectors are given by
i
 
cos  i  sin  i 

 i    	 The prior class probabilities are p C
i
 
	 We generated N   data and used N
t
 
for training and N
v
  for validation	 In addition
we generated a test set of N
test
 	 Further we in
troduced outliers by changing class labels with probabil
ity   	 Suppose that the network weights are given
by w  
w
I
w
I
bias
w
H
w
H
bias
 where w
I
 w
H
are inputto
hidden and hiddentooutput weights respectively and the
bias weights are assembled inw
I
bias
andw
H
bias
	 In this exam
ple we use the following weight decay regularization term
R w  
I
jw
I
j


I
bias
jw
I
bias
j


H
jw
H
j


H
bias
jw
H
bias
j

 
where   

I
 
I
bias
 
H
 
H
bias
	 The simulation setup was
 Network  inputs  hidden neurons  outputs	
 Weights were initialized uniformly over 
   regu
larization parameters were initialized at zero	  steps in
a gradient descent training algorithm  see e	g	 
 was
performed and the weight decays  were reinitialized
at 
max


 where 
max
is the max	 eigenvalue of the
Hessian matrix of the cost function	 This prevents initial
numerical stability problems	  is initialized at 	
 Training is now done using a GaussNewton algorithm
 see e	g	 
	 The Hessian is inverted using the Moore
Penrose pseudo inverse  see e	g	 
 ensuring that the
eigenvalue spread

is less than 

	
 The stepsize  in Eq	   is initialized at  and  is
adapted until the validation error has reached a minimum	
 Finally weights are retrained on the combined set of
training and validation data using the optimized weight
decay parameters and outlier probability	
Table  reports the average and standard deviations of
the probability of misclassication  pmc over  runs using
the optimal  and 	 Note that retraining on the full data
set decreases the test pmc slightly on average improvement
was found in  out of  runs	
In Fig	  a typical run of the  adaptation algorithm
is shown	 We tested the possibility to detect whether spe
cic examples in the data set e	g	 the combined train
ingvalidation set are outliers and the result is summarized
in Table 	 This technique can e	g	 be applied to manual
inspection of examples which are likely to be outliers	 This
might lead to relabeling or discovery of new interesting fea
tures of the problem	
 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a new framework for design of ro
bust neural classiers by invoking a probabilitistc model
for outliers	 We devised an iterative scheme for simultane
nous adaptation of regularization parameters and the out
lier probabilty	 Moreover we discussed the possibility of
detecting outliers	 Numerical examples demonstrated the
potential of the framework	

Eigenvalue spread should not be larger than the square root
of the machine precision 	

Initial Optimal Optimal
Neural Neural Bayes
Net Net Decisions
Train
                      
Val
                     
Test
  	      
              
Test after
retrain
  	       	            
Table  Probability of misclassication when outlier prob
ability is      	 For the neural network the averages
and standard deviations over   runs are reported Inital
and optimal neural net refers to using initial and optimized
setting of   and  Optimal Bayes decisions boundaries
are calculated from the detailed knowledge of the true pos
terior probabilities The minimal Bayes error on an in
nite set is   
 The outlier probability was estimated as
b           	
True
Estimated not outlier outlier
not outlier a           b          
outlier c     	     d    		      
Table  Confusion matrix for outlier detection over  
runs on the combined trainingvalidation set An example
is considered not to be an outlier if   bp
outlier
    The
aim is eg to set the threshold so that the false positive
rate bb d is acceptable small
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Abstract
In this paper we propose a method for construction of feedforward neural classiers based on reg
ularization and adaptive architectures Using a penalized maximum likelihood scheme we derive a
modied form of the entropic error measure and an algebraic estimate of the test error In conjunction
with Optimal Brain Damage pruning a test error estimate is used to select the network architecture
The scheme is evaluated on four classication problems
Keywords Neural classiers Architecture optimization Regularization Generalization estimation
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  INTRODUCTION
Pattern recognition is an important aspect of most scientic elds and indeed the objective of most
neural network applications Some of the classic applications of neural networks like Sejnowski and
Rosenbergs NetTalk concern classication of patterns into a nite number of categories In modern
approaches to pattern recognition the objective is to produce class probabilities for a given pattern
Using Bayes decision theory the hard classier selects the class with the highest class probability
hence minimizing the probability of error If dierent costs are associated with the individual classes
a riskbased approach can be adopted 	Bishop  

	Ripley  

 The conventional approach to
pattern recognition is statistical and concerns the modeling of stationary classconditional probability
distributions by a certain set of basis functions eg Parzen windows or Gaussian mixtures 	Duda 
Hart  
	Bishop  

	Ripley  


In this paper we dene and analyze a system for construction and evaluation of feedforward neural
classiers based on regularization and adaptive architectures The proposed scheme is a generalization
of the approach we have suggested for time series processing 	Svarer Hansen  Larsen  

 Svarer
Hansen Larsen  Rasmussen  

 and for binary classication in the context of a medical application
	HintzMadsen Hansen Larsen Olesen  Drzewiecki  

 The key concept of the new methodology
for optimization of neural classiers is an asymptotic estimate of the test error of the classier providing
an algebraic expression in terms of the training error and a model complexity estimate Our approach
is a penalized maximum likelihood scheme The likelihood is formulated using a simple stationary noise
model of the pattern source For any given input pattern there can be dened a probability distribution
over a xed nite set of classes The training set involves simply labeled data ie each input vector
is associated with a single class label The task of the network is to estimate the relative frequencies
of class labels for a given pattern In conjunction with SoftMax normalization of the outputs of a
standard computationally universal feedforward network we recover a slightly modied form of the
socalled entropic error measure 	Bridle  

 For a xed architecture the neural network weights
are estimated using a GaussNewton scheme 	Seber  Wild  

 while the model architecture is
optimized using Optimal Brain Damage 	Cun Denker  Solla  

 The problem of proper selection
of regularization parameters is also briey discussed see also 	Larsen LK Hansen Svarer  Ohlsson
 


While most of the components of our approach have been described in brief conference papers
we have here aimed at a complete account of the computational aspects as well as thorough tests on
practical examples
 NEURAL CLASSIFIERS
Assume we have a training set D consisting of q inputoutput pairs
D  f	x
 
 y
 
j     qg 	 
where x is an input vector consisting of n
I
elements and y is the corresponding class label In this
presentation we will assume that the class label is of the denite form y     n
O
 with n
O
being the
number of classes An alternative soft target assignment might be relevant in some practical contexts
where the target could be eg an estimate of class probabilities for the given input 	Ripley  


We aim to model the posterior probability distribution
p	y  ijx i        n
O
 	
In some applications it might be desirable to use a rejection threshold when classifying that is if all
of the posterior probabilities fall below this threshold then no classication decision is made see eg
	Duda  Hart  
 	HintzMadsen et al  


To represent these distributions we choose the following feedforward network architecture
h
j
	x
 
  tanh
 
n
I
X
k 
w
jk
x
 
k
 w
j

	

i
	x
 
 
n
H
X
j 
W
ij
h
j
	x
 
 W
i
	

with n
I
input units n
H
hidden units n
O
output units and parameters u  wW where w
j 
and W
i 
are thresholds To ensure that the outputs can be interpreted as probabilities we use the
normalized exponential transformation known as SoftMax Bridle 	

py

 ijx

 
exp
i
x


P
n
O
i
 

exp
i
 
x



where py

 ijx

 is the estimated probability that x

belongs to class i Numerical aspects of
equation  are discussed in appendix A
Assuming that the training data are drawn independently the likelihood of the model can be ex
pressed as
P Dju 
q
Y

n
O
Y
i
py

 ijx



iy


where the Kronecker delta is dened by
 
iy

  if i  y

 otherwise 
iy

 	
Training is based on minimization of the negative normalized loglikelihood
Eu  

q
logP Dju 

q
q
X

x

 y

u 
where
x

 y

u  
n
O
X
i

iy



i
x

 log

n
O
X
i
 

exp
i
 
x



 
Numerical aspects of equation  are discussed in appendix A
In order to eliminate overtting and ensure numerical stability we augment the cost function by a
regularization term eg a simple weight decay to form a penalized loglikelihood
Cu  Eu 

 
u
T
Ru 
where R is a positive denite matrix In this paper we consider a diagonal matrix with elements
 
j

jk
q
The gradient of  is
	Eu
	u
j
 

q
q
X

n
O
X
i

iy

 py

 ijx


	
i
x


	u
j
 	
See appendix B for details
The matrix of second derivatives the Hessian can be expressed as
H
jk

	

Eu
	u
j
	u
k


q
q
X

n
O
X
i
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O
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 
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
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
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 
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
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 
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

	u
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	
i
x


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
where we have used a GaussNewton like approximation See appendix B for details
It is important to notice that the Hessian in  is singular everywhere for the SoftMax network
This is due to the redundant output representation  which leaves the set of outputs invariant to
certain linear transformations of the hiddentooutput weights The use of regularization however
ensures that the eects of this symmetry dont interfere with training or evaluation of the network We
are currently working on a modied implementation which explicitly removes the SoftMax redundancy
Andersen Larsen Hansen  HintzMadsen 
Using matrixvector notation the GaussNewton paradigm of updating the weights can now be
computed as Seber  Wild 
u
new
 u 
 HR


	E
	u
Ru

 
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where Ru and R are the rst and second derivatives of the regularization term respectively and   is
a stepsize that may be used to ensure a decrease in the cost function eg by line search
The determination of regularization parameters is an issue of ongoing research A natural approach
is to minimize the test error with respect to the regularization parameters Here one may use an
estimate of the test error as derived in the next section This technique is demonstrated in section
  Another approach which is based on minimization of a validation error has been implemented in
Larsen et al 	

  Test Error Estimate
One of the main objectives in our approach is to estimate a network model with a high generalization
ability In order to obtain this we need an estimate of the generalization ability of a model The
generalization or test error for a given network u may be dened as
E
test
u
 
Z
x yu
P x y
 dxdy  

where P x y
 is the true underlying distribution of examples and x yu
 is the error on example
x y
 Since the test error involves an average over all possible examples it is in general not accessible
but it can be estimated by using additional statistical assumptions thus giving us the following estimate
for the average test error of a network u estimated on a training set D Murata Yoshizawa  Amari


d
hE
test
i  E
train
uD

 
N
e
q


where E
train
uD

 is the training error of the model The eective number of parameters is given by
N
e
 TrHHR

 
 where R is the second derivative of the regularization term
In brief the following assumptions enter the derivation of 

 Independence of input and error on output
 Many examples per weight N
e
q  
 There exists a network u
 
 that implements the true model
For a detailed discussion on test error estimates and their assumptions see eg Larsen 

Larsen  
 This estimate of the test error averaged over all possible training sets may be used
to select the optimal network eg among a nested family of pruned networks hence be used as a
pruning stop criterion similarly to our procedure for evaluation of function approximation networks
Svarer et al    

   Pruning with Optimal Brain Damage
In order to reduce and optimize a networks architecture we recommend to apply a pruning scheme such
as Optimal Brain Damage OBD
 Cun et al 
 The aim of OBD is to estimate the importance of
the weights for the training error and rank the weights according to their importance If the importance
is estimated using a second order expansion of the training error around its minimum the saliency for
a weight u
i
is Svarer et al  

s
i


R
ii



H
ii

u

i


where the Hessian H
ii
is given by 
 and R
ii
is the ith diagonal element of R
The following assumptions enter the derivation of OBD
 The training error is at a minimum
 The terms of third and higher orders in the deleted weights can be neglected
	
  The odiagonal terms in the Hessian
 
 
E u
 u
j
 u
k
 can be neglected if more than one weight is
pruned
By repeatedly removing weights with the smallest saliencies and retraining the resulting network a
nested family of networks is obtained Here we may use the previously derived test error estimate to
select the optimal	 network
  Recipe Overview
The algorithm can be summarized by the following

 Determine regularization parameters eg by using the gridsampling technique described below
in section 
 Trainretrain network using GaussNewton optimization
 Compute the estimated test error
  Compute OBD saliencies and remove a percentage of the weights with the smallest saliency Goto
 if  of remaining weights   
 Select the network with the smallest estimated test error as the optimal network
  Comments on Algorithm Complexity
When choosing an algorithm for solving a particular problem it is necessary not only to ensure that the
algorithm is theoretically well founded but it should also be applicable in practice One limiting factor
is the available computational resources Though a diminishing problem it still needs consideration
In this section well briey discuss the complexity of the proposed algorithm
For each training iteration it is necessary to compute the regularized Hessian and its inverse Com
puting the Hessian is an Oqn
O

N

 operation where q is the number of training examples n
O
the
number of classes and N the number of weights while inverting the regularized Hessian is an ON


operation Since the number of training examples is usually larger than the number of weights it is the
computation of the Hessian that can be a limiting factor
As a guiding principle this algorithm will on a computer with performance equivalent to a Pentium
 MHz machine produce results in hours when dealing with network congurations of hundreds of
weights while using thousands of weights is less feasible and will take considerable longer
Note that after each pruning step with OBD it is usually only necessary to retrain the network for
just a few iterations Because only weights with small saliencies are removed the minimum of the cost
function is only slightly changed
  EXPERIMENTS
The proposed methodology for constructing neural classiers has been evaluated on several problems

the articial contiguity problem the real world problems of glass classication bacteria cell classication
and skin lesion classication
 The Contiguity Problem
The contiguity problem has been used for evaluating optimization schemes see eg Denker et al 
Gorodkin Hansen Krogh Svarer  Winther  The boolean input vector  is interpreted
as a onedimensional image and connected clumps of s are counted Two classes are dened
 those
with two and three clumps We consider the case where n
I
  In this case there are  legal input
patterns consisting of   patterns with three clumps and  with two clumps We use a randomly

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Figure  The estimated test error for the contiguity problem as function of the weight decay parameters
The grid indicates the points where the estimated test error is sampled
selected training set with   patterns and a test set with   patterns both containing an even split
of the two classes
Initially a network architecture consisting of  input units  hidden units and  output units
was chosen We only employ two di	erent weight decays  
w
for the input
to
hidden weights and  
W
for the hidden
to
output weights By sampling the space spanned by  
w
and  
W
for non
pruned
networks
 
with eg a   grid and computing the estimated test error  it is possible to t eg a
diagonal quadratic form

in a least
square sense to the sample points locate the minimum

of the
quadratic form and use the weight decays found for the design of the network This is shown in gure
 and  In order to cover a large range of values for the regularization parameters its appropriate
to use a logarithmic scale for the sampling grid The values for  
w
and  
W
should be chosen large
enough to ensure numerical stability in equation  yet small enough in order not to impose too large a
restriction on the number of degrees of freedom This method is a quick and dirty way to determine the
approximate order of magnitude for the regularization parameters and works best when the estimated
test error surface is close to being convex This is typically the case due to the nature of the test error
estimate
Next ten fully connected networks were trained

using the estimated weight decay parameters
subsequently pruned using the OBD saliency ranking removing one weight per iteration In gure 
and  the distribution of the individual test errors is shown for fully connected networks and pruned
networks respectively The error distribution shows that the mean error is predominantly driven by
a few examples with a high error thus suggesting that one should monitor the median

error as well
in order to get a good indication of a networks performance This problem arises due to the nature
of the logarithm in the error function and one should be aware of this property when evaluating the
performance
Seven of the ten pruned networks had a classication

error on the test set between  and 
while three networks had an error of   In Gorodkin et al  seven of ten networks had
an error of    using the same size of training set while three networks had errors around 
Compared with these results our classier design scheme has a signicantly higher yield
 
To reduce the computational burden
 
Diagonal quadratic form z   z

  x  x


 
a
 
 y   y


 
b
 


In case the minimum is located outside the samplegrid	 one should relocate the grid and 
nd a new minimum

Training was stopped when the norm of the gradient vector was below 
 


E
median
u  median fx

 y

uj    qg	 where  is the error measure de
ned by equation 

Following Bayes decision theory	 the network output with the highest probability determines the class label
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Figure  Quadratic form tted to the   grid for the contiguity problem shown in gure  Minimum
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Figure  The distribution of the errors of the individual test examples for  fully connected contiguity
networks combined in one pool Notice the long tail of the distribution resulting in a high mean error
	 and a small median error 	 ie the mean is predominantly driven by a few examples with
high error
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Figure  The distribution of the errors of the individual test examples for  pruned contiguity
networks selected by the minimum of the estimated test error combined in one pool The mean error is
  and the median error is  showing a signicant performance improvement as result of pruning
compared to the fully connected networks in gure 
  The Glass Classication Problem
The real world glass classication problem is a part of the Proben neural network benchmark collection
	Prechelt
  The task is to classify glass splinters into six classes The glass splinters have been
chemical analyzed and nine dierent measures have been extracted from the analysis
 see 	Prechelt

 for details The original dataset 	glass consists of  examples divided into a training set
	 
 a validation set 	 and a test set 	 Since our approach doesnt require a validation set

we have used two dierent training scenarios one using the original training set and one using a new
training set consisting of the original training and validation set The initial network architecture
chosen consisted of  input units
  hidden units and  output units We estimated the regularization
parameters using the samplegrid technique and the small training set The parameters were found to
be  
w
    
  
and  
W
     
 

In gure  and gure   we show the pruning results of networks trained with the small and large
training set
 respectively
 using the estimated regularization parameters The optimal network found
with the small training set had a classication error of  on the test set
 while the optimal network
found with the large training set had an error of  In 	Prechelt
  Prechelt reports a test error
of  for a xed network architecture using the small training set The validation set is used to stop
training
 thus he eectively uses both the training and validation set for training 	Sjoberg
  Our
approach using the estimated test error for model selection eliminates the need for a validation set
 thus
allowing us to use more data for the actual training resulting in a better generalization performance
The problem of comparing the performance of neural network models is addressed in 	Larsen  Hansen


For comparison a standard kNearestNeighbor

	kNN classication 	Duda  Hart
   was
performed using the large training set The training error may be computed from the training set by
including each training pattern in the majority vote A leaveoneout validation error on the training
set may be computed by excluding each training pattern from the vote Finally
 the test patterns may
be classied by voting among the k nearest neighbors found among the training patterns Using the
leaveoneout validation error we found that k   was optimal for this data set The NN scheme
 
Within kNN a pattern is classied according to a majority vote among its k nearest neighbors using the simple
Euclidean metric

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Figure  Pruning of a glass classication network using the small training set The vertical line indicates
the optimal network selected by the minimum of the estimated test error Note that the test error
is very high and evolves quite dierently from the classication error on the test set shown in gure 	
The development of the median test error is more similar to the development of the classication error
on the test set
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Figure 	 The classication error during pruning of a glass classication network using the small training
set The vertical line indicates the optimal network selected by the minimum of the estimated test
error shown in gure 
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Figure  Pruning of a glass classication network using the large training set The vertical line indicates
the optimal network selected by the estimated test error
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Figure  The classication error during pruning of a glass classication network using the large training
set The vertical line indicates the optimal network selected by the estimated test error shown in
gure  Notice the overall lower classication error on the test set compared to gure 	

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Figure  Pruning of a bacteria cell network The vertical line indicates the optimal network selected
by the minimum of the estimated test error
had a classication error of 	
 on the test set Thus the performance of the optimized kNN scheme
cannot match Prechelts or our networks
   The Bacteria Cell Classication Problem
In order to evaluate the quality of water in eg oceans and lakes it is desirable to know the type and
extent of bacteria cells in water samples Here we address the problem of classifying cells in microscopic
images into ve dierent morphological classes 	 cells have been detected and their shapes are
described by   complex Fourier descriptors Granlund   The dataset is divided into a training
set 	 and a test set 
Initially a network architecture consisting of  input units  hidden units and  output units
was chosen The regularization parameters were after preliminary experiments set to  
w
  and
 
W
 
In gure  a typical pruning scenario for a network is shown Before pruning this particular network
classied  of the training set and  of the test set correctly while the optimal pruned
network in gure   had a classication rate of  on the training set and 	 on the test set
Thus the pruning has increased the generalization ability of the network
A kNN classication was performed for comparison Using the leaveoneout validation error as
described in section 	 we found that k  	 was optimal for this data set The 	NN scheme classied
  of the test set correctly Thus for this data set the performance of the neural and kNN classier
is similar
  The Skin Lesion Classication Problem
The incidence of malignant melanoma the most lethal of skin cancers has risen rapidly during the last
 years Fortunately patients can be saved from this lifethreatening cancer if it is detected at an early
stage Thus in recent years there has been an increased interest in schemes for automatic and early
detection of melanoma Digital imaging may assist and improve the possibility of such early detections
A review of digital imaging in this eld was recently published in Skin Research and Technology
Stoecker Moss Ercal  Umbaugh  
From a collection of color photographs of skin tumors at The National University Hospital of Den
mark   statistical measurements describing color and texture properties have been acquired for each
tumor and are used for classication into three groups Benign nevi noncancer dysplastic nevi non
cancer but increased risk of developing cancer and melanoma
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Figure   The optimal pruned bacteria cell network selected by the minimum estimated test error
in gure  Note that a large number of inputs are not used A vertical line thorugh a node indicates
that a threshold is present
Table   Confusion matrix for the test set using fully connected 	 
 weights and pruned networks
	  weights The mean and standard deviation of ten runs are reported Note that the classier
performs best for the critical melanoma class
y
indicates the estimated output classes
Fully connected ANN Pruned ANN
Conf mat Benign nevi Dyspl nevi Melanoma Benign nevi Dyspl nevi Melanoma
Benign nevi
y
          
     
Dyspl nevi
y

     
   
   
Melanoma
y



       
    
  
A total of   images with an even split of the three classes were used for training and  images
were used for testing Ten feedforward networks with an initial architecture consisting of   inputs 
hidden units and 
 output units were trained and subsequently pruned hence resulting in ten nested
families of pruned networks The estimate of the test error for each family was used to select the network
with the lowest estimated generalization error The weight decay parameters were after preliminary
experiments set to  
w
   and  
W
  
In gure    
 a typical pruning scenario is shown Table   shows the confusion matrix for the
test set classied with the fully connected networks and the selected optimal networks The mean
and standard deviation of the ten runs are reported Overall the fully connected networks classied
    of the training set and     of the test set correctly while the results for the pruned
networks are   
 for the training set and      for the test set Thus the pruning has
increased the generalization ability of the networks An important eect of the pruning approach is the
selection of input features that are salient for the classication thus providing us with information that
can be used in clinical dermatology Of the ten pruned networks four didnt use input   and three
didnt use input   Such information can be valuable feedback for the design of future experiments In
the particular case the two inputs that some networks discard are color variances suggesting that these
do not carry useful information for the classier Hence we might eg investigate the color control of
the illumination system in order to stabilize color variances
A kNN classication was performed for comparison Using the validation error as described in
section 
 we found that k   was optimal for this data set The NN scheme classied  of the
training set and 
 of the test set correctly Thus the performance of the optimized kNN scheme
fall in between the pruned and fully connected networks

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Figure    Pruning of a skin lesion network The vertical line indicates the optimal network selected
by the estimated test error Notice the big dierence between the test error and median test error
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Figure   The classication error during pruning of a skin lesion network Note again that the median
test error in gure    follows the development of the classication test error better than the test error
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Figure   The optimal pruned skin lesion network from   to 	 weights
 selected by the minimum
of the estimated test error in gure    Note that two inputs are not used
  CONCLUSION
We have developed a methodology for construction and evaluation of neural classiers Our aim was
to present a practical approach dealing with the problems of overtting and model selection without
the use of a validation set The approach was applied to one articial and three real world problems
It was shown that the test error estimator for classiers could be used to select optimal networks
among families of pruned networks thus increasing the generalization ability compared to nonpruned
networks Currently the aim is to establish more empirical data for the validation of the neural classier
construction approach
A NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS
When doing computer simulations one has to consider the eects of calculations with nite word
length data Here we rewrite the SoftMax equation 
 and the error measure in equation 	
 to
prevent overow caused by the exponential function The reformulations ensure that the argument to
the exponential function is always smaller than or equal to zero Equation 
 can be rewritten as
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Note that only when the index i equals the correct class for example x

in 	 is the contribution
to the gradient nonzero This means that equation 	 can be reduced to
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where we have used the GaussNewton approximation Seber  Wild  

 This is motivated by
Fishers argument which is valid when using a loglikelihood cost function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